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Abstract

Positioned in the area of feminist cultural studies, this thesis examines representations of femininity, fitness, and health in four key publications related to the fitness programs offered by the CrossFit™ Corporation. A critical discourse-analytical methodology is used to deconstruct notions of fit femininity in the CrossFit narrative. I argue that themes on femininity reflect contemporary healthist ideologies that promote concerns for health as an individual, moral responsibility, and normalize entrenched notions of the female body as a project to be managed. Drawing on the language of feminine empowerment, the CrossFit narrative constructs the ideal female body as one with increased muscularity and functional abilities, while also offering up a singular feminine ideal that reproduces ideological views sustaining unequal gender relations. An overarching dominant theme of the CrossFit narrative stipulating a need for constant improvement, anchors a discursive effect promoting continual consumption and self-monitoring of, and for, health.
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Chapter One —Introduction: The Research Issue

1. The CrossFit Phenomenon

In 2013, Chloie Jonsson, a personal trainer and transgender woman, launched a lawsuit against the corporation CrossFit, Inc. seeking 2.5 million dollars in damages for what she considered discrimination. CrossFit, which styles its products as the “Sport of Fitness™”, prohibited Jonsson from participating in its official competitions arguing that the gender change disqualified her from competing. CrossFit, Inc.’s lawyer offered a legal response to the lawsuit, saying that “the fundamental, ineluctable fact is that a male competitor who has a sex reassignment procedure still has a genetic makeup that confers a physical and physiological advantage over women.”¹ This sparked debates among those involved in CrossFit and those interested in the participation of transgender athletes in sport and brought the very notion of gender to the forefront of discussions relating to CrossFit.

In the training and fitness programs developed by the CrossFit Corporation, men and women work out side by side and perform similar workouts. On CrossFit.com – the corporation’s main web site – where the company got its start and continues to publish a workout of the day, or “WOD” (See Table 1 for an explanation of some Key CrossFit terms) for followers to perform, there is no distinction between men and women’s suggested weights.² A media representative from CrossFit published a statement on CrossFit.com’s Facebook page to explain the rationale: "CrossFit.com does not usually publish female workout prescriptions. Some misinterpret this as a sign that CrossFit ignores women. In reality, CrossFit women can frequently handle the same prescription better than men. Therefore, an effective scaling should
focus on individual capacity, not assumptions or generalizations.” Nonetheless, in CrossFit’s official competitions, women are prescribed weights that are lower than men’s. Most gyms use about 70% of the weight prescribed for men when suggesting weights for women to aim for.

In other ways, CrossFit, Inc. seems to test boundaries when it comes to gender norms. Last year’s male and female winners of the CrossFit Games, CrossFit’s annual championship of sorts, won an equal $275,000 US for their victories—a rare instance where male and female athletes were paid equally. The opportunity to participate in a sport that emphasizes performance—in CrossFit gyms, there is a purposive absence of mirrors—provides an opportunity for women to experience their bodies and to appreciate what they are capable of. In other ways, however, CrossFit seems to be reinforcing gender norms. The absence of mirrors does not mean that CrossFit has not sustained and capitalized on women’s insecurities to present itself as an appealing option for achieving an improved aesthetic or as a remedy for those bodily insecurities. In subtle ways, CrossFit reaffirms traditional notions of gender. Consider, for instance, the “Hero WODs” that honor fallen military, police, or fire service personnel—129 of 130 such tributes are dedicated to men. With a strong military following, militarism is often emphasized as an appropriate expression of masculinity. Camouflage-themed clothing and gear for men and pink-coloured options for women, assurances that CrossFit will help men put on muscle but that women should not fear becoming bulky from the activity, a “strong is the new sexy” mantra that reaffirms that exercise, for women, is a means to achieve sexual desirability and attractiveness—these are all examples of the construction of gender in CrossFit.

The construction of fitness as a consumer lifestyle in the early twenty-first century is acknowledged and critiqued by many of those who study physical culture. As Smith Maguire
noted, fitness today encompasses “possessing the appropriate capacities and resources to undertake the project of the self in a competent fashion, minimizing health risks and maximizing market value.”

Related to the way in which notions of fitness today “are shaped, first and foremost, by the tenets of individualization, which take identity, health, and social mobility as individual duties and responsibilities” a significant portion of today’s physical culture today is dominated by commodified options for taking up health and fitness.

In this context, CrossFit, which was established as CrossFit, Inc. in 2000 and has since grown into a major corporate competitor in the consumer fitness industry, serves as a dominant site for the construction of specific health and fitness discourses. Initially, Glassman ran CrossFit as a small-scale training program in a gym he owned in California and at first, the program was associated with a simple website where daily workouts were posted and participants doing them on their own could post their results. This website still exists, though CrossFit has developed into a sprawling empire. Today, there are upwards of 10,000 affiliated CrossFit gyms, or “boxes,” as they are called by CrossFitters, on six continents, operating independently but paying a fee to use the CrossFit name. In an article exploring the success of what they called the “cult” of CrossFit, Time Magazine reported projected earnings of $100 million dollars in 2014 for the company.

CrossFit has gained mainstream exposure, with competition coverage on ESPN, and following a major sponsoring partnership with Reebok in 2011, has grown into a mainstream, commercialized sport, training program, and lifestyle. It claims to deliver “a fitness that is, by design, broad, general, and inclusive” in order to provide the best fitness to “our terrorist hunters, skiers, mountain bike riders, and housewives.” In its promotional statements, it places the highest emphasis on individual performance and the achievement of “virtuosity” or
“performing the common uncommonly well.” While CrossFit is used by many as an exercise program, it is also a sport. The training program itself is based on a combination of several modalities including weightlifting, powerlifting, metabolic conditioning, and kettlebell training, combined in a way to create workouts that are constantly varied and claim to use movements that translate into daily life, performed in a high intensity fashion. A host of products and media aimed at facilitating the consumption of CrossFit signifiers has created a sort of CrossFit lifestyle to go along with the workout, encompassing habits like eating a “Paleo diet” or training barefoot, to name a few. Magazines, online articles, television, books, podcasts, social media, nutritional products and supplements, apparel, equipment, certifications, and gym memberships—which typically cost more than $100 per month—are just some of the ways in which CrossFit can be consumed. These products and options for consumption are represented in Figure 1.

1.1 Doing CrossFit

CrossFit is becoming increasingly well known as an extreme—but popular—option in the fitness marketplace. Beyond simply providing an alternative to Zumba or circuit training, CrossFit represents a cultural phenomenon (see Figure 1 for a map of its prominence as an ‘empire’ in the world of consumer fitness). As an article in the New York Times recently noted, CrossFit’s popularity represents “a fitness sea change” in which participants “abandon easy, convenient forms of exercise in favour of workouts grueling enough to resemble a kind of physical atonement.” Individuals most commonly participate in a class at a CrossFit gym, where a group of members (usually fewer than twelve) usually perform some kind of strength or skill work followed by the “WOD” that they perform together. While the classes are not formal competitions, the environment invites competitiveness. In a “WOD,” there are
prescribed, or “Rx,” weights and standards which a participant aspires to master. According to CrossFit’s manifesto, “the needs of Olympic athletes and our grandparents differ by degree not kind.” Using lighter weights, modifying movements (i.e. performing pushups from one’s knees), or completing fewer repetitions or sets relative to what is prescribed are ways in which CrossFit seeks to achieve “universal scalability.” The workouts are generally “for time”—performed as quickly as possible with the time required to finish recorded on the white board, for “as many reps as possible” (in an “AMRAP”)—with the number of repetitions or rounds of the exercise(s) performed in a defined amount of time recorded, for a maximum weight—with the weight recorded, or “every minute on the minute” (“EMOM”)—performing a certain exercise or series of exercises every minute perhaps with the weight or standard used recorded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERM</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMRAP</td>
<td>“As Many Rounds/Reps As Possible”; a type of workout in which an exerciser attempts to complete as many rounds or reps of an exercise or exercises in a given amount of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark WOD</td>
<td>One of several workouts CrossFit places emphasis on as ways to benchmark performance and improvement if repeated at irregular intervals as a WOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box</td>
<td>An affiliated CrossFit gym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMOM</td>
<td>“Every Minute On the Minute”; a type of workout in which some exercise(s) is performed each minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fran</td>
<td>One of “The Girls;” a workout in which 21, then 15, then 9 reps of thrusters (a compound exercise that combines a clean, a front squat, and a push-press) with 95 pounds for men or 65 pounds for women and pull-ups are performed for time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hero WOD</td>
<td>A workout dedicated to a fallen member of military or service personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-rep</td>
<td>An attempt at a repetition deemed insufficient against the movement standards required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oly</td>
<td>Olympic weightlifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-bok</td>
<td>Referring to the period of time before the sponsorship agreement before CrossFit, Inc. and Reebok (i.e. before 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>“As prescribed”; an amount of weight or movement standard to which individuals aspire towards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabata</td>
<td>A set of intervals where 20 seconds of work is alternated with 10 seconds of recovery eight times through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Girls</td>
<td>A set of Benchmark WODs; workouts with women’s names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOD</td>
<td>Workout of the Day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Explanation of the CrossFit Terminology
1.2 The “Sport of Fitness”

CrossFit has grown and evolved commercially as a company, training program and sport, and as a lifestyle offering. The WOD portion of a class serves as an opportunity for competition, though just as often it is emphasized that CrossFitters compete against themselves to be better every day. Competition has been formalized though, with options that are both endorsed by CrossFit, Inc. as well as independently-run competitions. At the upper echelon of CrossFit competitions is the Reebok CrossFit Games. The (trademarked) aim of this competition is to “find the Fittest on Earth™” by testing the top 100 athletes from around the world in a series of workouts to rank them against each other and determine who is the fittest.19 The first CrossFit Games were held in 2007, long before the first CrossFit Open competition. They were hosted by Dave Castro, the current co-director of the Games, on his parents’ ranch as a sort of party.20 Today, the Games have transformed into a spectacle televised on ESPN.

Beyond CrossFit, Inc.-sanctioned events, smaller scale CrossFit competitions are popular and becoming more so. Often run as one or two-day competitions with a series of workouts, CrossFit competitions range from those providing scaled workouts that are more accessible to many CrossFitters to highly competitive endeavors with large prize purses set up to attract big names in the sport. The atmosphere at these competitions ranges from friendly to fierce, with many competitions offering a team option or promoting themselves as a fun event while others target elite CrossFitters.21 The positioning of CrossFit as a sport is in and of itself a representational strategy. While most of the people who pay for CrossFit memberships and participate in the activity are not elite level athletes, the fact that CrossFit positions itself as a sport opens up narratives related to sport that might not apply to a simple exercise program.
2. Analyzing Discourses of Health and (Cross)Fitness

2.1 Fit to Consume

According to Smith Maguire, “participation in the fitness field is bound up with producing subjectivities that are fit to consume, in that they locate the production of meaning, identity, and relationships with others in the processes of consumption and producing bodies that are fit to be consumed by others as visual representations of an individual’s identity, social position, and subjectivity.” Given its popularity and the multitude of sites for CrossFit consumption, a consideration of the dominant discourses in CrossFit will yield insight into the meanings, identities, and subjectivities in contemporary physical culture. Given the sprawling CrossFit empire’s development into a cultural force (see Figure 1), the discourses circulating in CrossFit media extend beyond those related to exercise, health, and the body to affect understandings of identity determinants such as class, race, and gender. Consumption aimed at achieving a fit body can take on a disciplinary purpose whereby the act of purchasing products and services serves to reinforce gendered, race-based, and class-based notions of appropriate exercise and the ideal body. As Dworkin and Wachs noted in their exploration of “body panic,” or the creation and selling of the desire for the perfect body produced by contemporary health and fitness magazines, examining dominant cultural constructions of health and the idealized body in health and fitness media gives insight into the constitution of a “privileged body.” This body, Dworkin and Wachs argue, is always a gendered body “given the importance of sex assignment in Western culture,” though the meanings attribute to the assignment of sex as gender changes and evolves.

This thesis uses Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as a means to critically interrogate gendered representations of the specific fitness practices reproduced in CrossFit texts. Given
the normalization through discourse and the potential for certain narratives and constructions to be taken as a given—at the expense of others—this kind of analysis is necessarily interested in power and power relations. Our notions, constructed in discourse, about things like health, the body, gender, consumption, and what constitutes a “privileged body” are both shaped by and important in shaping our lives beyond the physical realm. Thus, these discourses are powerful in shaping the way we perceive ourselves, others, and the world around us. Given my interest in the ways in which these representations produce and police gender, the analysis explores the implications of these gendered representations of health and fitness in CrossFit as they relate to options for women’s identity positions.

2.2 Spaces of Discourse Production

Figure 1 shows some of the elements of the vast array of CrossFit-related locales for discourse production that the company has created. Given CrossFit’s relatively recent emergence into the world of consumer fitness, many of these locales are Internet-based. Social media, mobile phone apps, podcasts, YouTube videos, blogs, and websites associated with the sport offer sites for the constant production and reproduction of discourse. Traditional forms of media like books, magazines, television coverage and newspaper articles expand the map. In addition to these sources, CrossFit’s empire extends to include products like apparel, gear, equipment, nutritional products, supplements, and self-care items in addition to services like gym memberships, training camps, workshops, and certifications. As mentioned above, CrossFit’s specific brand of language can also be found in competitions and in the fundraising campaigns of CrossFit, Inc.
Figure 1: Schematic Map of the CrossFit 'Empire' — Locales of Narrative Production

**Magazines**
- Specialized
  - The Box
  - WOD Talk
  - Sweat RX
  - Box Life
  - Other Coverage

**Competitions**
- Sanctioned
  - CrossFit Invitational
  - CrossFit Open
  - CrossFit Regionals
  - Reebok CrossFit Games
- Unsanctioned
  - National Pro Fitness League
  - Local

**Certifications**
- Official
  - CrossFit coach
  - CrossFit trainer
  - Specialty Courses
  - Athlete
  - Unofficial
  - OPEX

**Web Presence**
- Official Web Sites
- Unofficial Web Sites
- Specialized Sections
- Online Journals
  - The CrossFit Journal

**Social Media**
- Youtube
- Instagram
- Facebook
- Twitter
- Blogs
- Podcasts

**Newspaper Coverage**

**Television Coverage**
- Event Coverage
- ESPN
- NBC Sports Network
- News Coverage

**Documents**

**Books**
- Lifestyle - Memoir
- Instructional

**Charity Programs**
- CrossFit for Hope
- Hope for Kenya
- Hope for Brains
- Hope for Cures
- Hope for Float
- Barbells for Boobs

**CrossFit INC.**

**Services**
- Membership
- Programming
- Coaching

**Products**
- Gear
- Apparel
- Self-Care
- Nutritional Equipment
  - [also: Books — Magazines — Services]
3. Research Questions and Objectives

This thesis is based on the premise that notions of what represents normal practices in physical culture are both shaped by and important in shaping culture beyond the physical cultural realm, affecting the way in which people act and how they are perceived in the social world. The stories told by CrossFit media, thus, also have the potential to stabilize or destabilize, to confirm or challenge, to reproduce or resist existing power relations as they relate to the body and gender—or to involve a combination of these effects. Since elements of power like “abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted, reproduced and resisted by text” examining text is one way to explore social power.\(^{26}\) In line with van Dijk’s conception of power, a group with social power is able to more or less control the acts and minds of other groups, with discourse serving as an important element in this control.\(^{27}\) It is via discourse that our notions about ourselves as individuals—as women or as men, for example—become natural and taken-for-granted. This study is interested in those taken-for-granted truths implicit in CrossFit texts, as well as their ramifications in terms of the social world. CDA, with its primary concern in analyzing power relationships, offers an appropriate analytical tool.

My research objective is to explain the power effects of discourses and discourse structures related to gender, health, and sport in CrossFit media. Does CrossFit represent a shift towards gender equality in the physical cultural realm? While this is my primary question of interest, given CrossFit’s nature as an activity to be consumed in the form of gym memberships, merchandise, media, and spectacularized competitions, discourses implicating consumption and indeed commodification abound and intersect with discourses on gender. Given its emphasis on positioning itself as an alternative to traditional programs and its emphasis on the individual, discourses confirming neoliberal agendas are also common. Tied to its emphasis
on the individual, Crawford’s notion of “healthism,” which is elaborated upon in detail in the literature review included below, was useful in considerations of fitness as a personal and moral responsibility. Any discourses that operate along these lines are not separate from those that produce and police gender, and as such they were considered in the analysis.

I used the following questions to inform my analysis:

- What notions of femininity are produced in CrossFit media?
- In what ways is the health-related discourse produced in CrossFit media gendered?
- Affecting contemporary understandings of femininity and the body, what are the power effects of these discourses?
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Chapter Two: Methodology and Methods

1. Critical Discourse Analysis

The theoretical underpinnings of CDA focus on a concern with the power effects of discourse. According to Wodak and Busch, “CDA takes a particular interest in the relationship between language and power.”¹ My analysis considers texts as representations, or those things that carry meaning, exploring the relationship between these representations and their discursive power to shape understandings of gendered physical activity practices. Discourse, as defined by Keller, “may be understood as more or less successful attempts to stabilize, at least temporarily, attributions of meaning and orders of interpretation, and thereby institutionalize a collectively binding order of knowledge in a social ensemble.”² Thus, a discourse analysis investigates the relationship between texts or practices and “the reproduction of meaning systems/orders of knowledge, the social actors involved in this, the rules and resources underlying these processes, and their consequences in social activities.”³

CDA is flexible but fits into the critical research paradigm. In this paradigm, research is aimed at critiquing and disrupting the status quo. CDA is concerned politically with the workings of power and ideologies and attempts to explore the way in which language and representation reveal these workings. My work in examining these discourses aligns itself with uncovering "the ideologies that implicitly shape people’s lives,” in the space of physical activity and health practices.⁴ As a critical researcher, though, my work goes further, creating critical consciousness and change by problematizing or “identifying a taken-for-granted phenomenon and revealing the particular social and economic processes that contribute to it.”⁵ Following Hall’s argument that
“representation is constitutive of meaning,” my analysis is interested in the meanings associated with representations of feminine health and fitness in CrossFit. Though representations may carry an array of meanings, certain interpretations become dominant. It is these dominant notions, or the “discourse structure that is temporarily produced and stabilized by specific institutional-organizational contexts” in which I am interested. CDA attempts to destabilize these naturalized meanings attributed to representations; this requires an appreciation of the contextual and constructed nature of meaning.

My subjective analysis of the media, thus, is informed by my own context and the presentation of themes in my research is not an attempt at presenting an objective truth but rather my own construction. As a researcher, I recognize my role as a participant in the construction of knowledge and social science discourses. As Keller suggests, there is a reflexivity required in discourse research that is cognizant of the researcher’s ability not to produce truth but rather to produce “statement events which are themselves part of a (social science) discourse.” In this analysis, my reading of the texts and judgment regarding which interpretations encompass dominant discourses is therefore simply one of many possible interpretations. This reading reflects my own values and context. I position myself as a twenty-six-year-old, white, able-bodied, heterosexual and middle-class female. As a fitness instructor and personal trainer who has attended CrossFit’s Level One training, I train regularly at a gym that offers competitive CrossFit, though at this time, I do not participate in the program but simply use the facility. My social positioning will affect my interpretation of the discursive elements I identify, but given my approach to research, I do not consider this a detriment. Instead, I see it as a way in which I will be uniquely positioned to interpret the dominant discourses circulating around CrossFit and women’s bodies. Critical researchers allow their values and identity to affect their research. As Ponterotto argued,
“criticalists take values a step further than constructivists in that they admittedly hope and expect their value biases to influence the research process and outcome.”8 I forefront my position because as Guba and Lincoln suggest, in critical work “values have pride of place” and “are seen as ineluctable in shaping inquiry outcomes.”9

2. Scope of Analysis

In this study, I examine a segment of both CrossFit, Inc.’s own media as well as media produced by entities not directly controlled by CrossFit, Inc. but pertaining to the sport. A combined analysis of both CrossFit-produced media as well as media that is associated with the CrossFit lifestyle is warranted as opposed to limiting my analysis to one or the other. Given the multitude of ways that CrossFit can be consumed, everything from mediated representations of events to the way in which the sport and its associated products and services are marketed is worthy of consideration. This study examines the empire of CrossFit, specifically sampling a section of North American print media produced by CrossFit, Inc. or which occupies an authoritative space within the broader CrossFit empire to explore how notions of healthy femininity are constructed.

The *CrossFit Journal* (see Figure 2), functions as a linchpin that connects several of the discourse locales within the space constituted by CrossFit. This site is linked to by each affiliate gym (as per affiliation requirements) and includes links to the fundraising, competition, certification, and other CrossFit Inc.-associated websites on its homepage. The *CrossFit Journal* serves as one of CrossFit’s key locales for the production of its dominant narrative. It is an online print, video, and audio journal published by CrossFit, Inc. as “a venue for contributing coaches, trainers, athletes, and researchers to ponder, study, debate, and define fitness and collectively advance the art and science of optimizing human performance.”10 There are free audio and video
files as well as written articles that can be downloaded. The contributors include a variety of people including CrossFit experts, athletes and health and fitness writers; their visible positioning as experts serves to enhance the credibility of the narratives in the *CrossFit Journal*. Contributions are not paid for and must “contribute in some way to the success of CrossFit athletes in their quest for fitness,” it being understood that “pedantry is eschewed.” With categories ranging from 'Nutrition' to 'Fashion' to 'Goal Setting' to 'Swimming', the *CrossFit Journal* is a cornerstone of CrossFit's representational space. Given its centrality in the empire of CrossFit (see Figure 1) and the legitimacy lent to it by virtue of its association with CrossFit, Inc., the *CrossFit Journal* is a prime location for examining discourses related to CrossFit. Each month, the *CrossFit Journal* archives its written content (i.e. omitting the audio and video content) into monthly collections that present the articles as one collective unit, somewhat like a monthly magazine. While these archives, which can be downloaded as PDF files date back to 2002, this analysis includes only those monthly archives from July 2011 until February 2015, totaling 43 collections. This starting date was chosen to coincide with the first edition of the ESPN-televised, Reebok-sponsored CrossFit Games, coinciding with the CrossFit, Inc.-Reebok sponsorship agreement which lent the corporation mainstream exposure.
Figure 2: Front page of the CrossFit Journal, March 15, 2015 (http://www.crossfit.com)
In addition to the *CrossFit Journal*, the analysis includes several print publications not directly produced by CrossFit, Inc. Given magazines’ continued role in the production, reproduction and circulation of this specific discourse, three North American CrossFit magazines are included in my research: American titles *WOD Talk* and *The Box* in addition to Canadian publication *Sweat RX*. Magazines do not merely produce information from a neutral standpoint, but are implicated in the production and reproduction of existing notions regarding, health, the body and gender. Magazines, much as health and fitness-related websites, can be considered “guidebooks” for the way people live and specifically in relation to health, they can be seen as “carry[ing] authority related to [their] representations of expert knowledge,” often providing readers with a link between the expert and the everyday. While some feminists argue that magazines continue to represent a key site for the construction and reconstruction of oppressive notions regarding gender, others view them as less manipulative and highlight agency on behalf of the reader to not simply consume at face value any patriarchal or oppressive ideologies they might offer up. It is my contention that magazines are a worthy point of analysis given their ability not only to construct specific notions of gender and health but also to reproduce the dominant forms of those notions in and through the subculture of CrossFit.

The three CrossFit magazines included in this analysis are available in print as well as digital format. My analysis includes only those articles included in the magazines (i.e. not those available only online or linked to via digital issues). These magazines entered into the market around the same time as the afore-mentioned sponsorship agreement between CrossFit, Inc. and Reebok came into existence: *WOD Talk*’s first issue was published in July 2011 and twenty-two issues are included in the analysis; *The Box*’s first issue came out in July 2012 and twenty issues were analyzed; *Sweat RX*’s first issue was in October 2012 and eighteen issues were considered.
As noted in Figure 1, CrossFit, Inc. has spawned an expansive empire. It would be both impossible and unnecessary to explore every locale of discourse production. Given my interest in dominant discourses regarding fit femininity, however, examining a variety of sources produced both by CrossFit, Inc., as well as those external to the corporation allows me to identify and analyze those dominant representations in the broad space encompassed by the CrossFit empire. Although an alternative approach might take into consideration only gender-specific “Women’s Only” sections of websites or articles, I have chosen to focus on those locales with discursive power by virtue of their status as related to the corporation of CrossFit, Inc. (in the case of the CrossFit Journal) or as legitimate sources of CrossFit-related information (in the case of magazines). The decision to delimit my analysis, omitting things like websites, blogs and social media, was strategic in that it focused my analysis to those more widely circulated sources with a sense of legitimacy in the empire of CrossFit and allowed me to delimit the scope of my project to a manageable scale. Further, in considering not only those articles targeted at women, I was able to remain open to more subtle references to gender and femininity which are all the more likely to be taken-for-granted. Combining the magazines with the CrossFit Journal, 103 issues/archives were considered in the analysis.

3. Coding: Data Analysis

In “reading,” CDA allowed me to use an inductive, qualitative analysis aimed at identifying themes, categories, and the discourses reproduced in CrossFit media. In the process of analysis, an open and inductive approach was used. I followed a process outlined by Keller, offered as a way to structure analysis without being prescriptive. After several initial readings, codes, my primary categories, were identified. My primary focus was on the type of world created in the texts and the
socially constructed version of reality created within them. I typed coded regions, giving each a number and then placing these numbers into a chart whereby the way in which they formed themes could be explored. I included notes with the chart as a means of explaining the codes and as themes became more apparent, I started to explain them in a separate document, transferring the coded regions into that explanatory document. I used a separate research log to help me expand on my thoughts regarding the text segments, codes, and broader themes, and to explore how my codes and themes were interrelated and how they related to my research questions. Throughout my analysis, I did my best to remain open to the emergence of new ideas. Though I focused mainly on gender and femininity, I coded for other categories that emerged to stay open to the possibility of interconnectedness between seemingly unrelated themes. Bowen refers to data analysis as a “constant comparative process” and suggests that the ongoing comparison of themes, codes, and data points is important in presenting trustworthy research. I shared my work periodically with my supervisor, Michael Heine, who lacks insider knowledge regarding CrossFit but specializes in CDA. He was able to introduce alternative questions and interpretations. Discussions with him were also a chance for me to examine the ethical component of my work, which did not require a formal ethics review but did require that I be honest and open about my interpretive process, my critical orientation to the research, and my own position relative to my work.
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Chapter Three: Literature Review

1. Feminist Research on Health and the Body

Feminist analyses of the female body, media, and fitness within physical culture, for a long time, focused mostly on the objectification and trivialization of women’s bodies through representation. These analyses often emphasized the way in which physically active and strong women, presenting a challenge to traditional “emphasized femininity,” or the kind of femininity that Connell characterized as positioning women as physically inferior to men, docile, weak, and concerned with increasing their heterosexual appeal, tended to be absent or trivialized in media.¹ Many of the scholars who have critically interrogated discourses on femininity as they relate to health and fitness discuss a traditional emphasis on attaining normative ideals of thinness and/or attractiveness, labeling this emphasis a means by which women’s behaviour is constrained.² Spitzack, in her exploration of the discourse on female weight reduction, demonstrates the taken-for-granted link between feminine health, beauty, and liberation, arguing that women’s bodies are constructed in such a way that links “the healthy look” with self-esteem, self-confidence, and what is considered the feminine ideal of the day. As she argues, “the bodies of women are seen to require careful attention, unceasing examination,” which in turn can leave the association of (unhealthy) things like excessive dieting or self-monitoring and “health” unquestioned.³ Like Spitzack’s position, many researchers demonstrate the way in which fitness discourses encourage disciplined bodies, perhaps implicating female exercisers unknowingly in processes of their own domination.⁴ Theberge characterized the “feminization of the fitness movement” in the form of a focus on sexual attractiveness and appeal as representative of women’s “continued oppression through the sexualization of physical activity.”⁵ According to some scholars, claims about feminine
empowerment through physical activity, thanks to the linking of exercise with improved aesthetics, are illusory and mask increasing control of women’s bodies. Markula uses the Foucauldian notion of the Panopticon, “a model prison whose circular design leaves all inmates in their individual cells permanently visible for the invisible supervisor in the centre tower” where discipline comes from the “awareness of power” rather than a supervisor’s actual presence, to describe the way in which “women are so occupied with obtaining the healthy look that they do not have time to wonder why they are doing it.”7 In taking individual responsibility to control their bodies through aerobics or dieting, women work towards an ideal set by society, not themselves, Markula argues, implicating even those women who seem to have achieved the ideal—and its associated self-esteem—as part of a power arrangement whereby women are continually oppressed by the powerful in society.8 Cahn referred to the way in which “under the rubric of health and physical enjoyment, [women] endure grueling exercise routines and punishing diets that do not liberate as much as regulate the female body to fit an ideal most women have little voice in creating and little success in attaining.”9

In the 1990s, in a climate of ever-increasing female participation in physical activity and as corporations began to capitalize on the association of sport with women’s health and self-esteem, the female athlete emerged as a new cultural ideal. According to Heywood and Dworkin, “athleticism as fashion” became popular in the early 1990s.10 The creation of a new ideal image in the form of a “trained, determined, self-reliant female athlete, the chick who can “do it for herself,” who gets beyond all the old gender stereotypes and does whatever she pleases,” they say, relied on “a clever mixture of liberal feminist and American individualist ideals.”11 The female athlete as a cultural icon has been celebrated as a progressive move away from thin normative ideals. Corporations have capitalized on this kind of “popular feminism” that many scholars discuss and
critique. Nike, one of these capitalizing corporations, has been the site of insightful work into the ways in which feminine empowerment via athleticism cannot simply be considered progress.

Cole and Hribar argue that “Nike appeals to a discourse that judges as unnatural those practices that alter the natural body and apparently falsely represent the self” in favour of “a more authentic, internal self that can be realized through exercise,” contending that the “celebrity feminist” position Nike has taken promotes bodily work and consumption as a means for stabilizing identity as an empowered woman. Dworkin and Messner problematize this notion of empowerment, arguing that “the danger in contemporary reductionist understandings of empowerment as being synonymous with the development of one’s body is that concentrating on toning muscles can easily transfer energies—especially those of women privileged by class and race—away from collective organizing to change institutions that disadvantage all women, but especially those who are poor, working class, and racially disadvantaged.” According to them, “individual women’s agency expressed as identification with consumerism is a reproductive agency that firmly situates women’s actions and bodies within the structural gender order that oppresses them.”

Beyond these critiques of the linking of the female athlete as a cultural icon with popular feminisms, research on the athletic female body founded on the premise that the body represents a sort of text itself has explored the signification attributed to the female form, especially those bodies that seem to transcend appropriate gender prescriptions. According to Heywood, who explores the cultural significance of female bodybuilders, “muscular women challenge traditional ideas that associate women in general with physical weakness and incompetence, femininity with diminutiveness and childishness, and the female body with softness.” Heywood argues that these muscular female bodybuilders call “attention to assumptions about women and weakness and incompetence by building a body that says otherwise,” rife with contradictory cultural meanings.
that make the reduction of femininity to a particular and natural, unchangeable thing impossible. Assuming that, as Weitz argues, “throughout history, ideas about the nature of women’s bodies have played a dramatic role in either challenging or reinforcing power relationships between men and women,” those women who challenge ideas about the nature of women’s bodies—like bodybuilders—are thus part of a political struggle. Explorations of bodybuilding, while demonstrating the transgressive potential of the sport, also point towards the way in which female bodybuilders typically emphasize other “feminine” aspects of their appearance. In some ways, namely their muscularity, these women represent a challenge to traditional notions of femininity. In others, like their commitment to traditional feminine “beauty” evidenced in their clothing and makeup, they conform. Outside of bodybuilding, Dworkin explored the way in which ideals of emphasized femininity affect women who pursue strength in the physical domain. These women “do gender,” holding themselves back in the weight room to “carefully negotiate the upper limits of their muscle gains,” careful not to become too muscular or athletic to call their femininity into question. Cahn explored this “contradictory relationship between athleticism and womanhood,” highlighting twentieth century requirements for female athletes to be perceived as both attractive and heterosexual. Cahn argued that the emphasis on a female athlete’s feminine attractiveness and sexual charm implied that “athleticism remained a manly trait.” As such, female athletes required “personal strategies to resolve the tension between their love of sport and the cultural condemnation of “mannish” or “tomboyish” athletes”—strategies like emphasizing femininity through dress, demeanor, and interests outside of sport. Messner referred to the “dynamic tension between traditional prescriptions for femininity and the image presented by active, strong, even muscular women” and discussed the way in which a female athlete’s “attempting to be viewed as
feminine involves accepting behavioural and physical restrictions that make it difficult to view one’s self, much less to be viewed by others, as equal with men.”

2. Healthism

The same panoptic power arrangement Markula discussed in regards to women who self-monitor and take responsibility for working on their bodies has been used to describe the way in which individuals in contemporary society are part of a power arrangement that encourages them to take individual responsibility for their health in order to present themselves as a moral citizen. White, Young, and Gillett referred to a “new era of health consciousness” in the late twentieth century, referring to the way in which “the idea of health has shifted from something that is viewed as the result of luck or biological inheritance to something that is largely achieved through personal volition.” Crawford first called this conceptualization of health as an active status achieved via personal volition “healthism” in 1980, claiming that health had come to represent a moral issue with a lack of health associated with “moral laxity.” Health, in this context, is understood as the effect of ‘good’ personal choices whose qualities position the individual as a moral citizen. In this climate, what signifies health and thus morality takes on particular importance. The focus on the individual however, is considered problematic. As White, Young, and Gillett note that healthism as an ideology “tends to place responsibility for body vigilance solely on the individual, and deflects attention away from the social and cultural conditions which shape and control health.” As Smith-Maguire argues, “the delegation of responsibility for health to the individual is deeply problematic: health is perceived as a personal problem of choices and motivation, despite fundamentally social and structural causes of illness and attitudes towards health.”
Rose links the ways in which people have taken responsibility for themselves in not just health but other areas of their lives to the emergence of a neoliberal approach to governance.\textsuperscript{31} The increasing emphasis on self-regulation and individual responsibility assigned to health, according to Rose, presents a “means by which individuals may be made responsible for their individual choices…through the shaping of a lifestyle according to grammars of living that are widely disseminated, yet do not depend upon political calculations and strategies for their rationales or their techniques.”\textsuperscript{32} Crawford likewise, discusses “healthism” and labels health as a meaningful social practice, arguing “individual responsibility for health has become a model of and a model for the neoliberal restructuring of American society.”\textsuperscript{33} The focus on monitoring and analyzing one’s own lifestyle choices is part of a broader shift in how individuals approach themselves, identified by Giddens as the “self as a project.”\textsuperscript{34} This individualization is a driving force in contemporary society, pushing trends like the one towards demedicalization, which reformulated expert authority as assistance and encouraged people to become their own health experts. Left as consumers responsible for managing their own health, Smith-Maguire says, “individuals…are not left to their own devices to discover themselves, but are inundated with assistance and advice from a whole range of traditional health experts and their new, commercial counterparts: commercials and talk shows, news programs, and self-help books” that “mobilize individuals to examine, know, and act upon themselves in certain ways.”\textsuperscript{35} In today’s technologically advanced society, there are a host of new options to add to the list of ways to manage oneself: wristbands that track activity and sleep, budgeting apps that track spending and saving, chips to put in running shoes to monitor pace and distance—to keep track of oneself electronically and automatically has never been easier.
3. Consumerism and Commercialization

In the context of healthism, Crawford says, “the pursuit of health…has become one of the more salient practices of contemporary life, commanding enormous social resources, infusing every major institutional field and generating an expansive professionalization and commercialization, along with attendant goods, services and knowledge.” The consumption of these goods, services, and knowledge is based on an inextricable link between health, identity, and consumption. Focused on the body, consumption in the name of health becomes an element in the project of self-management. As Smith-Maguire says, in consumer culture, “our bodies are reflected back to us through the lens of products and services, and consumption is promoted as the primary arena in which we are to make and remake our bodies.” This notion of making and remaking our bodies is important; a self-managing subject is required to continually remake their body in the pursuit of health. According to Smith Maguire, “this involves an assessment of oneself as lacking (a general acknowledgement of the need to work on oneself), the identification of specific problems to be addressed, and the deployment of endorsed practices and strategies for the correction of such problems.” The “endless process of marketplace definition” that Dworkin and Wachs use to describe the process by which individuals self-construct and display their bodies as objects, relies on a consumer who sees “his or her body as an alien object that must be constantly managed through consumption to preserve position and identity.”

Markula’s work on women’s Body Image Distortion in fitness magazine discourse examined the way in which magazines, which tend to promote a single and unrealistic bodily ideal for women, use reporting on body dissatisfaction as a commercial strategy. Through the problematization of women’s relationship with their bodies, the magazines are then able to position themselves as capable of remedying the problem, although the suggestions that they make for
women to work through their issues rely on the individual, not on the system that perpetuates the dissatisfaction by publishing the unrealistic ideals (including themselves). Instead of a shift in the images, magazines “counsel women on how to strengthen their unstable feminine minds and ignore the perfect bodies in their pages.”

This kind of individualizing responsibility for controlling one’s consumption is part of what Bordo, in her writing on the construction of anorexia, characterizes as a contradiction in advanced consumer capitalism between the need to desire and consume boundlessly while also needing to cultivate a work ethic, repressing our desires and producing. Bordo uses bulimia as an example that “embodies the unstable double bind of consumer capitalism,” involving both “the extreme development of the hunger for unrestrained consumption” exhibited in bingeing and the “requirement that we sober up” exhibited in the vomiting, purging, and exercising associated with the condition.

Markula refers to this double bind of wanting and repressing, desiring and self-managing as the “consume-but-control contradiction.” To convince us to consume, magazines, for instance, must convince us that we need their advice, the products advertised on their pages, etc. Similarly, in order to be convinced to consume those products related to fitness and health, we must be convinced that we are somehow flawed, lacking, or at risk. Heywood refers to the problem presented by “consumer culture and its needs to produce subjects wiling to work on themselves continually, to see themselves as lacking and able to empower themselves only through more self-work” as part of what has led her personally, along with so many others, to exhaustion in trying to prove themselves. Because it would bring the businesses that rely on our continual self-work to a halt, Heywood says that individuals will never be granted “the right to simply exist.”
4. CrossFit

Given CrossFit’s relatively new emergence into the field of consumer fitness, it has not been the focus of much scholarly attention, especially from researchers in the field of cultural studies. Knapp examined 2166 photos in the *CrossFit Journal* using a content analysis approach to consider the relative amounts of coverage given to male and female athletes, the representations’ relation to ideal femininity and hegemonic masculinity, and whether or not the introduction of the CrossFit Games has affected these representations, concluding that gender roles are both reinforced and resisted in the photographs in different ways. Other researchers have focused on CrossFit as a cultural phenomenon at conferences or in their theses: Evans-Grimm and Gearhart used collaborative ethnographic fieldwork to explore the identity of CrossFitters; Dawson compared CrossFit to a cult and used Susie Scott’s notion of “reinventive institutions” to analyze CrossFit as a means by which people attempt to find and cultivate a “perfect self;” Kuhn used participant observation to ethnographically explore CrossFit, comparing CrossFitters to the “Grahamites” who historically were followers of Sylvester Graham, a health reformer, with both groups aiming to move closer to physical and/or moral perfection; Couture theorized CrossFit as an “implicitly feminist” practice involving what he considered “embodied activitism;” MacMillan considered the link between CrossFit as one of three commercial ventures that he considered linked to “asketism,” or a different kind of pleasure than we typically are permitted to have. While these scholars have offered insight into the cultural phenomenon of CrossFit, they have done so with alternative methods of inquiry to answer different questions. Knapp’s work on the *CrossFit Journal*, with a research interest similar to my own, considered only the photographic representations and used several quantitative comparisons in order to consider what I think needs to be explored in a more qualitative manner. Adding a textual analysis that goes beyond only the
CrossFit coverage produced by the corporation itself to understand the ways in which the commercialization and expansion of the program might offer up different representations and discourse, is an important way to add to this emerging body of knowledge on CrossFit as a cultural phenomenon.
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Chapter Four: Thematic Analysis of the CrossFit Narrative

CrossFit produces subjectivities that, to use Smith-Maguire’s terms, are “fit to consume,” locating the production of subjectivity (meaning, identity, relationships) in the processes of consumption. Given the way in which much of health and fitness media discourse includes a gendered element, it is not surprising that CrossFit offers up subjectivities related not only to health and fitness, but also to femininity. Representations in the texts analyzed function to construct particular forms of fit femininity, normalizing certain elements of feminine existence while rendering invisible others. Regular columns such as “Ladies Rx” as well as pieces introducing themselves as targeted specifically at female readers tended to focus on topics related to body image, motherhood or pregnancy, or to other defined “women’s issues” which I will elaborate upon below. These, in combination with a narrative carried throughout them about the need to constantly improve oneself, construct the female body and femininity in a particular way that advocates for continual consumption in the pursuit of health, fitness, and the elusive target of “better.” As it relates to women, this notion of “better” can be applied to the ability to fulfill social expectations (e.g. motherhood), women’s bodies (e.g. to be healthier, fitter, a better vessel for one’s baby), or to just about any pursuit a woman might have, leaving women always in need for more self-work and more consumption in the name of continual improvement.
1. CrossFit: Constructing Women’s Subjectivities

1.1 The Women of CrossFit

A narrative emphasizing constant improvement through CrossFit programs suggests that women in particular can be made better through participation, specifically in regards to their relationships with others. According to this narrative, CrossFit has the potential to improve women’s abilities to meet gendered social expectations (e.g. to be better mothers, sisters, daughters, friends, girlfriends, ‘vessels’ for babies). The ways in which women can use CrossFit to optimize themselves in this regard hint at notions of what an ideal woman can and ought to do. From an article in Sweat Rx promoting CrossFit as a means to help women take “life as it comes, triumphing over day-to-day challenges from piles of dirty laundry, to cranky children, to difficult bosses” to those that offer up CrossFit as a means to be a better mother, we are offered a glimpse into the contemporary construction of femininity.

Characteristic of this motif is the celebration of “Spartan Sisters,” women who leave the CrossFit box “better, fitter, stronger”: “She is taking care of the most important person in her life—herself. She is better able to care for her family, friends, work and community.” The woman who takes better care of herself through CrossFit does so to be more capable of her caretaking duties: “...CrossFit makes me calmer, happier, and more patient with my children. I feel better about myself and can be better to those around me.” Again and again, women are quoted in reference to how CrossFit has been the source of personal improvement: “CrossFit has made me a better mom and wife...I’m a better person because of CrossFit.” These improvements reproduce women’s social responsibilities and draw on the acceptance of these gender-based roles to offer up CrossFit as a means by which women can better fulfill them.
There is often an element of sacrifice or selfishness involved in being a mother and a CrossFitter, either in the name of CrossFit or in the name of one’s motherly duties. One CrossFit Games athlete and mother is quoted as saying, “My kids definitely come first. If one of them gets sick, then obviously CrossFit gets thrown out the window. I simply can’t be as selfish as other athletes when I’m a mom.” Being a mom, for this competitor, means that “she can’t devote her life to her training,” and the way in which to do so is framed as selfish indicates the way gendered expectations around a woman’s motherly duties are part of the construction of femininity in the texts. For female CrossFitters of a less competitive level, taking the time to participate in CrossFit is framed as part of their duty to be the best mothers they can be. Here, the emphasis remains on fulfilling their gendered social expectations with their sacrifice as a mother or selfishness as a woman measured against the reassurance that the time away from familial, motherly or domestic duties is worth it for all the benefits that apply to those very duties.

In descriptions of CrossFitting mothers’ days, a common feature of articles about women, schedules filled with structure are offered up as testament to their dedication and sacrifice. Like the 5am wake up call that allows one woman to pack her kids’ lunches before her first training session of the day, the busy-ness of the women’s days who manage to make CrossFit part of their lives implies that to do so involves sacrifice:

I usually wake up around 6-7 a.m., have breakfast, and go for my first training session. If I don’t coach the noon class at Abattoir CrossFit Plateau, I’ll have lunch and catch up on some work/sleep/reading/errands, then have a second training session followed by more coaching in the evenings. I’m lucky enough to coach as a living, which allows me to have a very flexible schedule around my training schedule. I keep in touch with family the same way everyone does and I get to spend as much time as I can with them. They are my greatest support group and I love them very much. My kids go to schools in different towns, so I get up and get them up at 6 every day [and we’re off to] Starbucks’s imMEDiately (Americano for me, breakfast for them!). Then I drive the kids for 1½ hours to their schools, I train at the gym for a couple of hours, prep/cook dinner for later, drive another hour to pick up the kids,
coach a kids’ class at CFNE, [have] dinner at 6:15 sharp every night, [play] street hockey or basketball with the kids before showers-reading-snuggle time—lights out at 9; day done.\textsuperscript{9}

The sacrifice here is that of the women’s time and freedom, not of their roles as mothers or wives. One participant talks about being “conflicted to be away from Taj [her baby]” but realized, “I needed that time for myself to be a better mother.”\textsuperscript{10} When it comes to leaving one’s familial duties to do CrossFit, according to this narrative, though “you may feel guilty at first, you’ll be a better parent for it.”\textsuperscript{11} Taking care of one’s body through CrossFit becomes not only justifiable but a duty that women fulfill in order to be the best mothers that they can:

I own this body, and every day I do my very best to keep it as healthy and as strong as it can be. So go ahead and make fun of me if I won’t eat that cookie or if I insist on fitting in a workout before we go out Friday night. Because of these life choices, I will continue to be the mom who does flips off the diving board. I will high-five my kids as we run past each other while doing a WOD. I will race them up the stairs to their rooms to read with them before bed. And I will certainly be the mom who remembers who I am and what I stand for ... or I will die trying.\textsuperscript{12}

Beyond performance or simply health, the self-monitoring, dieting, and bodywork engendered by CrossFit, in this theme, is work that one can do to make oneself a better mother. While a woman who takes time to go to the gym in pursuit of improving her body might be criticized for being selfish or perhaps vain, a woman who builds up her strength in a CrossFit box is different—she is doing it to be a stronger mother who can be around longer for her family:

All five women agreed: taking the time to focus on your own health will increase the total time you have with your family. “If you make fitness a priority, you’ll be around longer for your kids,” says Christine Brousseau. “You’ll have more energy, feel better about yourself, and be a better parent. It’s the best antidepressant on the market!”\textsuperscript{13}

Pursuing fitness and health as a means of bettering oneself for their family gains a sort of approval. CrossFit thus becomes a means for women to better meet gendered social expectations, namely motherhood and caregiving. Adding to the list of goals to aim for—health, performance,
appearance—“better mother” is yet another identity offered up via participation in CrossFit, appealing to the masses:

The women of CrossFit, unlike Annie [Oakley] and Danica [Patrick], aren’t looking to compete head to head with men. Like all athletes, they find their fiercest competitor within. But they still bear the children, and—to a greater extent than men—cook the meals, oversee the household, and run the gauntlet of other family and livelihood challenges that could easily sap the energy of the fainthearted. The strongest among them continue to prove that they know how to keep body and soul together, inside and outside the box.\textsuperscript{14}

Simply accepting these womanly requirements—children, meals, household, the “gauntlet” of family and livelihood challenges—and adding CrossFit and its associated self-management onto the list, optimizing oneself as the type of woman who takes on these tasks becomes yet another item in that “gauntlet.”

Given the emphasis on relating to others, it is not surprising that women are also expected to serve as role models and to set good examples for their own children and others’. One high-level CrossFit mother talks about how taking time for oneself as a mother is really about giving your children a gift:

Making time for yourself not only makes you a more patient and happy mom, but it teaches your children that you have a life that matters, too. I am proud that my son has a well-developed notion that it’s not only normal for a woman to be strong and fit, it’s also pretty cool.\textsuperscript{15}

Along the same lines, CrossFit is represented as an opportunity for women to lead by example. A strong woman who wants to set a good example for her kids ought to take the time to CrossFit as a way of “showing our mini CrossFitters that health and fitness—and above all confidence and self-love—are critical for longevity and quality of life.”\textsuperscript{16} One article features a CrossFit participant who, “as a mom to a teenage daughter and stepson...hopes to encourage strength not only in women but also in our next generation,” offering that “by eating clean and training regularly, moms are setting an example for their kids.”\textsuperscript{17} A teacher in another article talks about
being a role model for her students, wanting them to see her as “a positive female figure, a working mom who’s fit and who takes time to take care of herself.”18 Reiterating that younger generations particularly need female role models, this idea of setting a good example as a woman rearticulates that women need self-care, but mostly because it makes them better able to take care of those around them.

References to boyfriends or husbands, families or future plans for them, and the way in which elite female CrossFit competitors find “balance,” which I will argue defines a requirement unique to women, serves to sustain existing notions of femininity. Profiles of elite female competitors, though noting and celebrating the way in which the women of CrossFit reject gendered stereotypes when it comes to their physical capabilities, tend to construct femininity in a way that reiterates traditional gender roles. These women, as groundbreaking as the articles may represent them to be, are still both literally within a (CrossFit) box and a box when it comes to social expectations. Often, descriptions of women’s love lives and their domestic responsibilities are highlighted with considerable emphasis placed on their abilities to maintain (heterosexual) relationships. Consider the profile of Lindsey Valenzuela, a Games competitor:

She spends an average of three hours a day commuting. “I don’t mind the time on the way to go to the gym because I can think. It’s my alone time,” she says. But the drive home is harder for this self-professed homebody. When she’s tired and wants to be on the couch with her dogs and her husband, it’s a long road. “I know I’ll have plenty of time for that. I’m trying to enjoy the moment.”

A lot has changed in the eight years since Valenzuela and [her husband] Aresenio met as students at Cal-Lutheran University, a private liberal arts school in Thousand Oaks, Calif. ... Through all of the changes in lifestyle that accompany career switches and the commitment necessary to elite athleticism, Valenzuela says the marriage has worked because, “We’re each other’s best friend. Our relationship has become that much stronger because we’ve seen each other at our weakest and best. Without his support I wouldn’t be able to do it.”19
Further, Valenzuela adds, “Starting a family is one of my biggest aspirations. I want to stay involved in CrossFit and show my kids what I can do.”\(^{20}\) Another top athlete, Camille Leblanc-Bazinet, who “has competitive ambitions outside of CrossFit—namely the 2016 Olympics [for weightlifting],” is described as having another “overriding goal...to start a family, a desire that stems from her small-town upbringing.”\(^{21}\) To be successful at CrossFit is one thing, but the women who are celebrated by the articles tend to balance their athletic prowess with the fulfillment of what is expected of them as women, thanks to their gender. The emphasis on the private lives of the women of CrossFit serves to trivialize their athleticism while continuing with a tendency in representations of female athletes to privilege images of heterosexual women who conform to dictates of hegemonic femininity.

### 1.2 Balance

Beyond taking care of others, which is associated with being a mother and a woman, women are also uniquely required to maintain the concept of “balance.” While the idea of needing to balance one’s home life with their work life and their athletic pursuits is something that all CrossFitters would logically need to address, articles about the topic squarely locate it as a female concern. Regardless of their level of CrossFit ability, this is presented as an issue that female CrossFitters across the board can relate to. CrossFit is represented not only as something which must be incorporated into balance but also as a means for helping women achieve balance:

As a woman, mother, wife, and certified CrossFit coach at Reebok CrossFit Firepower in Ontario, I fight this battle alongside my sisters. After having three children and weighing 215 pounds, I felt like a has-been; I had tried every workout under the sun in an attempt to regain fitness and balance my life, all to no avail. Then I found CrossFit. The sport has enabled me to find and maintain that elusive yet critical, balance.\(^{22}\)
Another example suggests that balance is most important to the non-elite women of CrossFit, suggesting that the women who balance CrossFit with “normal” lives are those who represent “the real women of CrossFit”:

So, who are the real women of CrossFit? They have careers and families and try to stay healthy and fit in any way they can. They show up at 5 a.m. because that’s when they can fit it in. They don’t spend hours a day in the box, but they work just as hard. They are more concerned with being healthy and physically able to play with their kids than setting a PR every WOD. These are the women who show their friends and families what healthy living looks like, and what it means to take care of one’s body and push it to new levels. ... They love CrossFit because it is fast and gets the job done in time to accommodate all other responsibilities.23

The pursuit of such balance in itself can be a source of inner turmoil, because “today’s mothers, athletes and entrepreneurs...wage a war within [them]selves, fighting to create a sense of balance among the many roles we play... feel[ing] forced to choose between nurturing [their] family, [their] career, and [them]selves.”24 However it is characterized, the achievement of such balance—or perhaps more accurately, struggling to find and maintain balance—is associated with being a woman. Banding women together, balance becomes something towards women can collectively struggle. This narrative normalizes the assumption that women do not have enough time and cannot possibly fulfill all of their required duties or roles as a woman, especially without the efficient methods provided by CrossFit.

In the face of this normalized struggle, the narrative offers examples of women who manage to make it work, with a significant portion of these examples being elite CrossFitters. Profiles of women like Val Voboril, who is described as having “a lot going on in her life—other than being one of the top CrossFit athletes in the world” as “a mother, a wife, and a full-time fourth-grade teacher [who] doesn’t have hours to spend at the gym” universalize the need for balancing one’s workouts with one’s life: “Most CrossFit athletes don’t aspire to compete in the Games, but many
people struggle to balance work, family life and fitness.” Charity Vale, likewise, a second-place CrossFit Games finisher is profiled as illustrative of the way in which women who do not use their busy lives as excuses, but find ways to train and compete at elite levels, are held in high esteem: “Charity Vale...said the demands of training, having four children and owning a gym with her husband, Jeff, are difficult. Her children range in age from four months to 10-and-a-half-years-old, but being a mother didn’t stop her from taking second place in the 2009 CrossFit Games.”

Often, high-level female competitors share their day-to-day routines, reminding women that anyone and everyone can—and should—make time for CrossFit:

... [Annie] Sakamoto is ready to go. She trains five days per week, reserving the weekends for family time. On Saturdays, she loves to go to the beach. Life in between is pretty routine, and she likes it that way. Sakamoto is up by 5 a.m. most mornings to get the day started. She prepares for the kids’ lunches and breakfast-to-go for herself (usually chicken sausages) before running out the door to hit the gym for 6:30 a.m., and coaches clients and classes and trains herself all morning. By noon, it’s lunchtime, then errand and computer/work time, all before she meets the kids and her nanny at home around 2:30 p.m. She then puts her “mom” hat back on and runs the kids to gymnastics, dance class, T-ball or clay class. The crew returns home around 5 p.m. for dinner. The family eats a balanced meal together of protein (chicken, red meat, pork and fish) paired with potatoes, sweet potatoes, or rice and an assortment of veggies, followed by homework, family time (games, hot tub, etc.), then bed. After the kids are down by 8 p.m., Sakamoto is not far behind them.

Descriptions like this and like those highlighted in the previous section, offering images of how women successfully balance CrossFit with responsibilities of their familial and professional spaces, paint a picture of busy, highly-regimented lives. That such balance does not come easy—and that it requires constant work—is part of what makes these women’s examples so illustrative. These elite CrossFitters have to work hard to “juggle it all,” but a “priority check every couple of weeks” makes it possible to meet all of their chores while still salvaging “some quality time together” with their families. Paradoxically, balance becomes another state towards which
women must continually work, with no defined end-point beyond the conclusion of each day, invariably offered in the texts as a meaningful respite.

A similar point emerges from a profile of Angie Pye, another well-known Games competitor. Here, the poster woman anchors the message assuring the common CrossFit mother that “you don’t have to stop having goals and dreams of your own just because you’re a mom.” The celebrated woman in this narrative is the one who is capable of both fulfilling what is socially expected of her according to her gender as well as a CrossFit regime. That the highest level female athletes can manage to find time for CrossFit and their families and careers serves to suggest that there are “no excuses” when it comes to finding the time, money, or energy to take up CrossFit as a woman.

The success of elite female CrossFit athletes in managing extremely tight daily schedules grounds a “no excuses” narrative targeted at less elite women who construct their lives around a less demanding, and therefore time-consuming, training routine. For them, as the near reproachful tone of the following article implies, there are no excuses when it comes to adhering to a CrossFit-centred discipline:

Too busy. Too old. Too late. The list of reasons to put off fitness is long. And as the demands of career and family increase, the list only grows longer. The five women featured here know this well. They are: a research biologist and single mother of 3 teenagers, a mobility fitness instructor and mother of 3 young children, a paramedic and mother of 4 boys, a gym owner and “mother” to over 150 members. These diverse women have more in common than just busy lives; they’re all over 40 and they all make fitness a priority through CrossFit. The reasons not to, they insist, are just excuses.

Reasons are represented as “excuses” that require a remedy, and that is to “make the daily choice to put their health first.” According to this narrative, there is not a reason in the world that a woman should not be doing CrossFit, or having the body associated with it: “There is no excuse
or reason to put off the journey toward a higher quality of life and an amazing body; CrossFit is for everyone, regardless of age, heredity, or fitness level. I truly believe any woman can achieve their goals...!”

These references suggest that women can achieve a balance of these things—a career, a family, an “amazing body”—if they simply so choose. To draw on Crawford’s notion of healthism discussed in the introduction, this is demonstrative of the way in which health in contemporary society is conceptualized as the result of individual choices. The notion of “no excuses” in these CrossFit articles reiterates that health is a matter of personal choice and responsibility and contributes to the association of healthiness with morality with those not choosing CrossFit represented as inferior. This individualization obscures constraints women might face which are beyond their control and is carried throughout the CrossFit narrative. Further, the construction of the individual as always in need of improvement relies upon the notion of this improvement being a matter of choice; one must view one’s health as an ongoing project for which one is ultimately responsible in order to continually consume in the name of being a better mother, more balanced, or improved in some way.

1.3 “Better” for Baby

The narrative on CrossFit as a means to improve oneself extends to women’s experiences with their pregnant bodies, presenting an opportunity for women to do a “better” job with the process of becoming a mother (i.e. of serving as a “vessel” for their babies, of preparing themselves for labour). The pregnant body signifies a woman who is about to become a mother, an important element in the construction of ideal femininity, though it also represents an affront to a woman’s “normal” bodily state. Despite constructing close ties between femininity and motherhood, the actual process of becoming a mother—being pregnant, delivering the baby—is represented as something requiring intervention. Women, impelled to self-manage and monitor their bodies, can
use CrossFit as a means to better take care of themselves and their unborn babies. Though it could be argued that bringing a baby into the world represents one of a woman’s most “natural” abilities, instead, pregnancy is represented in the CrossFit narrative as an abnormality. This constructs the pregnant body as in need of intervention and extra attention aimed at managing the condition of pregnancy. While historically, the construction of the pregnant body as “at risk” tended to present exercise as dangerous, today, the abnormality of the pregnant body is something which exercise can help address.

Today, women are not only encouraged to maintain exercise programs but may even be required to do so. While the intensity at which a woman can safely exert herself during pregnancy might remain controversial, exercise has become a necessity. Instead of moving away from the construction of the pregnant body as requiring special attention or intervention, the intervention has simply changed—from rest to activity, with activity represented as a necessary component of a pregnancy for a woman who wants to be the best mother than she can be. Positioned as “pioneer CrossFit moms,” the women who “refuse to give up [their] training regimes” are credited with “creating an incredible opportunity to collect evidence about high-intensity functional training,” helping to determine how to ideally exercise as a pregnant woman. According to an article entitled “CrossFit Training During Pregnancy and Motherhood: A New Scientific Frontier,” these women demonstrate that resistance training is “necessary.” According to the texts, their dedication to working out is helping not just themselves and their babies, but also the field of science:

So, as it is with the development of our understanding of the area of high-intensity and resistance/power training during pregnancy, what scientists like myself will depend upon are the results from women who simply refuse to give up their “resistance training” programs during their pregnancy and show, one by one, that resistance training and total-fitness training during pregnancy are safe, necessary and offer unique benefits to the growing baby. Furthermore, it may be beneficial
for women to train for pregnancy, labor and motherhood. In fact, there may be a strong argument for developing this kind of “fitness” during the perinatal time period.36

Beyond being required to exercise, women are required to monitor that exercise and ensure for themselves that they are doing what is best for themselves and their unborn babies. Questions about what is appropriate remain unanswered. This controversy over what is appropriate, paired with the requirement to exercise nonetheless, creates what Jette refers to as “a tension that pregnant women must negotiate.”37

Tensions for a pregnant woman are many, with questions surrounding what type and intensity of exercise is best, whose advice is trustworthy, and how to handle one’s pregnancy abilities (or in-abilities). The narrative on pregnancy and CrossFit involves a discussion of women’s anxieties over not being able to perform at their usual level, positioning the pregnant body as a problem, a condition afflicting the women and keeping them from being their best:

Wagner said the difference in lung capacity [during pregnancy] affected her the most.
“If anyone is curious how it feels, here you go: work out with a bag over your head for nine months with just a pinhole of air to breath through. That’s what it feels like,” she said. “Then, for the last four months, strap on a weight vest all day and dissect your abs straight down the middle about three inches wide, and have at it.”38

A former CrossFit Games competitor described feeling “defeated” because she had to slow down and use lighter weights while she was carrying her baby.39 The threat posed by the pregnant body in regards to women’s capabilities is compounded with the challenge of possessing a body that does not fit with prescriptions regarding the appearance of ideal female body. As Dworkin and Wachs, in their analysis of fitness media aimed at pregnant exercisers offer, pregnancy can bring tension given that “exactly at the moment when a woman’s body is accomplishing a highly valued route to femininity, she is least likely to be viewed as aesthetically ideal.”40
In the CrossFit texts, pregnancy represents not so much a natural part of being a woman but a temporary condition that poses a challenge to concepts of ideal femininity. Unable to work at the height of her abilities or to make continual improvement, the CrossFitting pregnant woman must instead take temporary pride in her ability to take control of her body to yield a healthy baby and to have a perfect pregnancy. Emphasizing the woman’s role as a “vessel” for an unborn child takes some of the pressure to appear aesthetically ideal or to perform at a high level, which is important in the performance-focused environment of CrossFit, off of the woman, refocusing requirements on her ability to bear (healthy) children: “Don’t get hung up on losing all the gains you’ve made. Instead, stay committed to building up the strongest, healthiest vessel for your growing baby.”

Reflecting scholarly work noting the way that that “contemporary fitness discourse advocates training for the physical demands of labor” and that “the idea that appropriate exercise will help the mother-to-be overcome the difficulties (both physical and emotional) of pregnancy and make labor easier” is commonplace today, CrossFit’s narrative positions it as a means by which women can best prepare themselves for the births of their babies. Articles cite studies which suggest “exercise during pregnancy delivers significant benefits...including a reduction in weight gain, less pregnancy-associated discomfort, prevention of pregnancy-induced complications, shorter labour, and even a quicker recovery.” The narrative includes testimonials from women who explain how CrossFit helped them through their pregnancies, like one who “credits CrossFit and maintaining a healthy lifestyle for her “perfect” pregnancy.”

This perfection includes aspects like staying healthy but also emphasizes concerns over unwanted weight gain. CrossFit is identified not only as a means to control such weight gain but is also associated with a faster return to one’s pre-pregnancy body: “Doing CrossFit before, during, and after pregnancy has given me the body that has everyone wanting to know how I did it.”
need to accelerate the recovery of the pregnant body to the pre-pregnancy condition further identifies the pregnant body as a problem. Women are encouraged to stamp out any evidence of their pregnant selves in favour of returning to the bodies they once had, the ideal body that CrossFit women aspire to. As Dworkin and Wachs noted in reference to this emphasis on getting back to one’s former body, “regaining control of the unruly pregnant form is normalized in pursuit of an openly stated central goal: to return to one’s former size.”

The benefits of continued CrossFitting for the pregnant woman are important, but emphasis is also placed on the benefits to the baby or to his or her arrival. As one quote suggests, taking care of oneself during pregnancy is a gift that a woman can give to her future child:

I really believe that pregnancy is the MOST important time in a woman’s life to be fit and healthy; it’s your ONLY chance to take advantage of the fact that the way you live your life directly affects the health and development of your baby. ... While nine months can feel like 59 months sometimes, it’s really a very short period of time that you have to completely dial it all in. And the prize, a healthy baby that is born that far ahead of the curve, is worth gold.

Another CrossFit advocate offered, “The best thing I could have done for myself—and more importantly for my son—was to continue to CrossFit during my pregnancy.” Women speak specifically about the way that focusing on the benefits to their unborn children helps them to negotiate tension caused by not being able to perform at their pre-pregnancy levels: “Despite eliminating or modifying many of the regular CrossFit exercises, I knew that working out was helping me maintain my strength, and that it was good for my baby, too.” Continuing to work out provides benefits at the time of delivery for both the woman and the baby, which makes these pregnant CrossFitters a source of inspiration:

...maybe pregnant women who want to keep exercising are actually inspiring and capable. Perhaps they’re strong as hell, and perhaps keeping strength up for the pregnancy will mean better preparation for the rigors of labor and the mental and physical battles of sleep-deprived new motherhood. Perhaps it’s likely that doing
CrossFit through pregnancy...is actually very good for both pregnant women and their babies.\textsuperscript{50}

Thinking of these benefits is what some women say kept them pushing through their pregnancies, events to be overcome, like the woman who said, “On days when the workout kicked my ass (and there were plenty of those), I told myself over and over that I would need the endurance during labor and post-partum recovery, and that the workouts would help my baby handle the rigors of labor better.”\textsuperscript{51} CrossFitters are represented as particularly well-suited to the task of bringing a baby into the world:

...as CrossFitters, our pelvic floor muscles are well developed from all the squatting and related movements we do, which is ideal in preparing for labor! Mentally, CrossFit makes you tough, knowing that you can push those boundaries and do more than you think you can. That attitude while pregnant and then while in labor made the whole experience easier for me.\textsuperscript{52}

Labour preparation is of key concern and CrossFit is offered up as instrumental in readying women for their baby’s arrival, with exercise providing “prep for labour, thanks to a higher stamina and conditioned muscles.”\textsuperscript{53}

The improved stamina and better-conditioned muscles provided by CrossFit, and their usefulness when it comes to labour, is part of a narrative that connects notions of pregnancy and labour to language of CrossFit workouts or competitions. Titles and headings like “Nine Month WOD,” “Nine Month Workout,” and “Giving Birth for Time” compare pregnancy and labour to CrossFit workouts or competitions.\textsuperscript{54} This conceptualization is indicated by a question posing the problem of pregnancy in the language of CrossFit training, also identifying it as a responsibility: “What type of training program would best prepare a woman for the demands of pregnancy, labor and postpartum responsibilities?”\textsuperscript{55} With pregnancy and the delivery of the baby framed as athletic endeavours, CrossFit becomes not just a pre-natal exercise option but also a means—and in these
texts, the best means—by which a woman can “train” in anticipation of the demands of becoming a mother:

If pregnancy, labor and postpartum were athletic events (I think this is where we lobby for a new definition of “triathlete”) and I were a coach for these events, I would want to know what training program would help my athletes perform at their best yet would not cause injury or harm. When elite athletes prepare for their respective competitions, their training programs are designed around the physical demands of the event: their training focuses sharply on the components of fitness they need to develop in order to win or succeed.56

The importance of this preparation is underscored in numerous articles. The pregnant reader is directly advised to equate pregnancy with training: “You are now training for the most important event of your life—the delivery of your baby.”57 Another reader noted that the CrossFit approach “really” helped her in labour, making it “super fast...just like a workout.”58 Such efficiency in pregnancy is attributable to a “workout only CrossFit could design,” constructing the pregnancy experience as a somewhat bleak experience for a performance-driven athlete: “Start with an empty vest. For every week that goes by, add one-quarter to one pound to the vest. Continue adding weight for eight months. Do not stop the workout but modify if necessary. This is not for time. Going faster will get you nowhere. 3-2-1-Go!”59 Dworkin and Wachs referred to the use of these athletic analogies as strategic deployments that “normalize fitness as necessary for the ‘big event’ of delivery.”60 Women have been delivering babies for as long as we’ve been around, but it is this need to “optimize” the process with the help of CrossFit which adds yet another element of self-management to our lives as women.

In general, women who continue CrossFit training through their pregnancy are represented as a special and admirable group of women, reiterating the importance of staying fit through the pregnancy condition. One article in The CrossFit Journal emphasizes that “women who exercise and continue to do CrossFit maintain their superiority,” indicating not only the importance
attributed to managing one’s pregnant body but also to the “simply astonishing” state of physical superiority accomplished through a CrossFit exercise regime. With this superiority comes a sort of authority lent to women who have CrossFitted through their pregnancies, by virtue of their experience. The narrative invokes the “firsthand experience” of Heather Bergeron, a CrossFit coach who maintained her CrossFit training throughout her pregnancy, elevating her to status worthy of disseminating advice based on experience and persistence: “she...even complet[ed] a workout in the early stages of labour.” The authority of such an experience-based narrative can even call into question the authority of the medical establishment in offering guidance to pregnant women. Some of the women featured in the articles describe going against their doctors’ advice:

Jolie Gentry, from CrossFit Oakland in Oakland, Calif., said her doctor told her not to lift more than 25 lb.
“I literally started to laugh,” said the woman who won the first CrossFit Games back in 2007. “I had a second visit with a nurse practitioner who said that was dated info and the new standard is not more than 50 lb.” Gentry said she was not discouraged by that advice. She continued with her training as usual. At 21 weeks, she back-squatted up to 200 lb. At almost eight months, Gentry said she performed Grace as prescribed, and she snatched almost every week until the eighth month. “The best advice I received was from a couple of ladies from CrossFit Central: just listen to your body because nobody knows it better and you will know when to stop if something does not feel right,” Gentry said.

Women can receive reliable advice from sources holding CrossFit authority, making it even possible to contradict direct medical advice about the impossibility of completing a pregnancy to full term. One source successfully accomplished this, thanks to adherence to a CrossFit training regime, as a result of which she “felt energetic and strong all nine months.” A sort of CrossFit-authorized-knowledge allows women to “know” their bodies in a superior way: “I know what my body can handle better than [my doctor] does, and I don’t see any reason for him to offer me advice that I’m not going to follow.” The narrative assigns women a deeply personal responsibility for their health.
While in the past the medical field, it has been argued, pathologized the pregnant body as “at risk,” with these constructions lending the medical profession increased control over women’s bodies, the control exerted over women’s bodies is clearly complex.67 The way in which the women in these CrossFit texts independently decide to take control of their own pregnant bodies through their fitness practices is reflective of the pervasiveness of healthism. That these women desire so strongly to continue placing their health as a priority, participating in practices they associate with health (including CrossFitting) even against a doctor’s recommendations, illustrates the extent of the healthist ideology and the way in which the narrative and associated control in CrossFit offers a departure from the traditional forms of control via medicalization. However, the shifting of the narrative to favouring non-medical sources of authority still constructs pregnant body as something to be managed. While the narrative may indeed shift away from the medicalization of the pregnant body, the problematization and the associated need for (self-)management is reproduced by the CrossFit narrative and is still part of a complex set of power relations implicated in the control of women’s bodies. Here, the pregnant body remains a condition that must be dealt with, though the remedy for the “problem” of the pregnant form is increasingly consumption-based. As Jette noted, this positions the pregnant body woman as “a consumer who may enter the marketplace to seek out and pay for expert advice in order to self-manage risk or achieve a toned or fit body.”68 Advice in articles not unlike those included in this analysis are what Jette considers “part of the apparatus in the disciplining of the pregnant body...promoting feminine bodily norms (the disciplining of the feminine body), both requiring self-surveillance and regulation in order that a woman may be “fit” for motherhood.”69 The representation of pregnancy as a condition to be managed via consumption is necessarily implicated in the construction of femininity. Targeting female readership with discussions regarding how to handle their
pregnancies contributes to a continued marking of the female body as ‘other,’ a body requiring management and, in the case of these CrossFit texts, the continued consumption of CrossFit and its associated offerings in the name of an “optimal” pregnancy.

2. Women’s Bodies

2.1 Body Image and Eating Disorders

In addition to articles targeted specifically at female readership offering advice regarding life balance and pregnancy, a group of articles about body image targeted at women contributes to a narrative that normalizes women’s collective struggles with body image. To be a woman is to struggle with one’s relationship with their body, according to the narrative: “If you are female, chances are you’ve been on a diet, or shall we say ‘diets.’” These articles construct body image issues as a central concern for women, evidenced with statistics that demonstrate their widespread significance. Statistics on “the media’s effect on body image” are offered, citing “a survey of girls 9 and 10 years old” which found that “40% have tried to lose weight” and another “study report[ing] that at age thirteen, 53% of American girls are “unhappy with their bodies”,” a statistic that “grows to 78% by the time the girls reach seventeen.” Eating disorder statistics are also included, warning readers that “an estimated one thousand women die each year of anorexia nervosa” and that “as many as one in ten college women suffer from a clinical or nearly clinical eating disorder.” Of the eight million or more people cited as having an eating disorder in the US, “90% are women,” it is pointed out. These statistics strengthen the narrative as seemingly neutral depictions of the state of things for women, lending them a particular truth value. Further, they position body image and eating disorders as female woes and normalize bodily discontent as an almost expected element of female existence. One article’s assertion that “CrossFit...is highly
Not only the feminine nature of this body image problem, but also its link to widespread eating disorders is the focus of much of the discourse on body image and CrossFit:

As women we have a lot of pressure to conform to what society declares as beauty. … Growing up as a chubby kid I never felt like I was skinny enough to be loved. I have struggled with body image since I can remember. Even when I lost 30lbs in High School, I still felt like the chubby girl. In middle school, high school, and in the early part of college I experimented with bulimia, anorexia and a lot of unhealthy extreme diets and diet pills. I was obsessed with getting skinny.

Story after story of women who have struggled with their body image or an associated manifestation in an eating disorder are offered up. This contributes to the normalization of a troubled relationship between women and their bodies as well as the association of these body image issues with eating disorders. Consider the story of Danielle Siddell, who, “like so many college-aged women, ...fell prey to an unhealthy assessment—and subsequent treatment—of her body.”

Eating disorders are often described as the result of the pursuit of the ideal of the thin body image, as was the case for a former athlete who, following the end of her collegiate swimming career, wound up with an eating disorder as a result of her desire to achieve the aesthetics of a ‘super model’: “Rather than desiring a strong physique to perform as an athlete, I associated beauty with the waify super model looks that is coveted by millions of Americans. My desire to achieve this svelte body type led to a full-blown eating disorder over a 3-year time period.”

Similar stories highlight the dangerous nature of wanting to fit a thin ideal:

In high school, when I really got into working out, my goal was always to get ‘skinny’. I purposely avoided lifting anything heavier than five pounds so I wouldn’t bulk up; I did at least an hour of cardio a day, cut calories, and kept a food diary. Obsessing over the numbers on the scale was inextricably linked to the glorious and unattainable ‘skinny’.
Even Camille Leblanc-Bazinet, the winner of the 2014 CrossFit Games, is quoted as saying, “I struggled a lot with my weight when I was younger. I was anorexic at a point because I wanted to look like what was supposed to be a “pretty girl” (a ridiculous standard of our society).”

Regardless of athletic ability, these women’s troubled views of their bodies link women together, serving to universalize body image problems to an issue concerning all women by virtue of their gender.

That eating disorders come from women’s “unrealistic desire to achieve an unachievable body type” identifies them as a disorder for which women themselves are ultimately responsible. This is reiterated in references to the way in which “even the fit and athletic suffer from self-destructive ideas about body image.” In their all-pervasiveness, “eating disorders come in a rainbow of flavors, each with its own distinct recipe,” with that recipe designated as: “a big heap of self-hatred, add a dash of perfectionism, and sprinkle with insecurity, and you’ve got the basic ingredients for self-destruction.” The representation of eating disorders as something that people, or more specifically that women, inflict on themselves locates the issue and the responsibility for addressing it with each and every woman. Their representation as the extension of body image dissatisfaction left unaddressed contributes to the construction of bodily discontent as a condition requiring intervention. Thus at risk for an eating disorder, a woman who struggles with acceptance of her body has the impetus to view her troubled body image as a problem in and of itself requiring intervention.

### 2.2 CrossFit: Saving Women from Themselves

Unsurprisingly, perhaps, the presentation of this widespread body image issue amongst women, and its associated eating disorder risk, is paired with the assertion that CrossFit can provide an intervention. Examples of women who have overcome eating disorders thanks to
CrossFit speak to its ability to spark a shift in women’s thoughts about themselves, allowing them to take responsibility for their behaviour. A laxative abuser in one article says, “At 25 years, I found the cure: CrossFit. It took a long time, but I think it was worth the wait.” Similarly, a CrossFit gym owner tells her story of how she “struggled with anorexia and compulsive running for 10 years before she discovered CrossFit.” Another woman describes how her “journey from being bulimic and weak to strong, healthy, and confident was forever altered when I discovered CrossFit and came to know its immense value” with CrossFit’s “inherent standards, structure, and order” as perfectly suited to ground her in her recovery. For one woman who struggled with an eating disorder following growing up in dancing, where a thin body was valued, CrossFit offered a space where “for the first time in her life, people ogled her muscular legs with admiration, not disgust.” In this way, the introduction to CrossFit is marked as a sort of turning-point or epiphany for women who struggle with their bodies. Beyond the world of CrossFit, it is implied, women will be left prey to their own body image issues and constantly at risk of developing an eating disorder.

According to the narrative, exposure to CrossFit enlightens women, who can then take control of their body image and cure any associated ills. As one woman who cited CrossFit as part of her eating disorder recovery suggested, it is one’s thinking that needs to change: “My mentality totally shifted. ...I could eat food again and realize it’s good for me because it’s going to make me stronger. And to get this rush of killing a workout makes you feel so positive, like you can conquer anything.” These testimonials rely on the representation of eating disorders as the manifestation of body image issues and as things over which women have conscious control, like one woman who cited CrossFit as essential in her eating disorder recovery exemplified: “I’ve learned that if I want to continue being the best I can be I need to be fueling my body appropriately. I cannot fall
back into poor behaviors that lead to an eating disorder.” Like the woman who said, “I had to get out of my mindset of eating less to get faster. I had to totally change the way I looked at food, working out, and body image,” women are ultimately responsible for fixing themselves, with CrossFit representing a viable remedy. Suffering from pain that is self-inflicted, the woman who is deficient in her thinking or behaviours can address her deficiencies using CrossFit. It is women who must change their self-image, and CrossFit is offered up as the missing piece to help them do so. “CrossFit: Helping Women Change Their Self-Image,” is an article dedicated to the activity’s remedial, transformative potential.

The responsibility of accepting one’s body adds yet another task to women’s obligations for self-management. Consider the assertion that “CrossFit has helped many women overcome a negative body image.” According to the narrative on body image discomfort, it is the pursuit of what one article calls “female perfection,” or “the constant pressure that we, as women, seem to put on ourselves: pressure to be perfectly successful at our careers, our families, our relationships with others, our appearance, at everything all at once” that needs to be addressed. This involves a process of changing one’s thoughts about oneself and battling what one article refers to as an “inner critic” that one article says holds women back:

It says, “You’re only pretty when you are thin, you’re too muscular already, your legs aren’t lean and feminine, your tummy sticks out.” The attacks on my physique can snowball into feelings of unworthiness and a reason not to reach for new heights. Most of us have these inner critics that try to protect us from getting hurt by keeping us small.”

From this perspective, women’s inner voices and inner selves are represented as needing intervention—usually without reference to the social and cultural issues contributing to the context where this bodily discontent is so widespread.
In this way, narratives in CrossFit reproduce an attitude of self-blame identified by feminist researchers such as Dworkin and Wachs: “[W]omen do not frequently critique larger cultural norms as problematic; rather, many self-blame and internalize a sense of private bodily failure” and then go to work fixing and managing this perceived bodily lack. That the misery of hating one’s body is represented as coming simply from the way that a woman chooses to view herself implies that the solution likewise only requires a simple shift on her part. The representation of these body image concerns and eating disorders in the CrossFit narrative positions what really constitutes a social issue as a personal matter that is best addressed on an individual level. That women struggle is not problematized so much as individual women’s behaviours, thoughts and their bodies. Rather than an addressing the broader issue or the cultural conditions that sustain it, the individualized and pathologized (especially in the case of eating disorders) woman’s habits and thinking patterns become the problem, and the remedy is provided by CrossFit.

2.3 ‘The Fight:’ Resisting Bad Body Image

Even when there is reference to the problematic conditions that might perpetuate eating disorders or body dissatisfaction (e.g., as produced by the media), the role of CrossFit’s narrative itself as part of the problem is obscured. Instead, the narrative on these bodily issues is positioned as intervening on the side of the reader, as an ally in ‘the fight.’ Women’s self-perceptions are the enemy here and become the target of the intervention:

There’s a huge and virtually invisible community of women who have been affected in a very negative way by the “skinny ideal” for women that’s ubiquitous in the mainstream media. Even many women who LOVE to be strong and muscular have a deep-seated resistance to being who they want to be because of the incessant assault of the images the mainstream is hitting us with. In some cases, the resistance isn’t even conscious. It’s a subtle, nagging, something-or-other that’s just below the surface. It’s not really loud, but it’s just enough to keep some women from living up to the strength and training potential they truly desire for themselves.
It comes down again to the individual woman, this time her ability to resist the “evil, evil brainwashing media” that produces “thousands of advertisements every day telling us how to look younger, sexier; telling us what we need to buy to have better hair and teeth; how to lose weight, have softer skin, fuller lips, stronger nails, bigger breasts....” Recognizing the difficulty in this task and how “it’s tough not to occasionally get distracted by body image issues when the media force feeds it to you in hundreds of way, thousands of times a day, asphyxiating your subconscious mind and yourself (sic) worth, compelling you to be an obedient American consumer,” it is nonetheless up to the individual to use their strong minds to fix the problem. CrossFit, of course, will help, because “at the end of the day CrossFit is just as good at strengthening our minds as it is at strengthening our bodies.”

Dworkin and Wachs refer to the way in which magazines “simultaneously extolling and critiquing participation in consumer culture” serve to reinvigorate and critique the negative aspects of consumer culture at the same time. In this way, they may “seem resistant, when they are generally reproductive of dominant cultural norms.” As Markula noted in her work on women’s Body Image Distortion in fitness magazine discourse, magazines will report on body dissatisfaction at the same time as they promote a single and unrealistic bodily ideal for women, ultimately using this reporting as a commercial strategy. By establishing the widespread discontent that women share when it comes to their bodies and problematizing this issue, a remedy can then be offered up by the magazines. In the case of the CrossFit texts, this remedy is generally CrossFit and the purported shift in perspective that follows a woman’s initiation into the activity. This is an individualized remedy whereby women’s mental resolve and perceptions become the target of the intervention, rather than a solution aimed at understanding why women are so discontented when it comes to their physical selves. Beyond this problematic reorienting of what
is a cultural and social issue into an individualized need, this creates a context where the magazines are free to continue to publish images that narrowly construct an ideal female body.

2.4 Form and Function

In extension of the theme framing CrossFit as a means by which women can change their self image and address body image issues, the texts suggest that CrossFit’s transformative potential lies in the way in which it re-orient a participant’s focus: “CrossFit’s training style minimizes the primary goal of working out to look good and it creates an emphasis on becoming fit and healthy.” As one woman offers, “through CrossFit, our focus shifts from what our body looks like to what it can do” and “with the change from form to function comes a change in how we see our body.” The functional focus is offered up as an alternative to goals that emphasize aesthetics, which are characterized as holding women back with dieting and excessive cardio exercise. According to the texts, the shift from focusing on “function instead of form” can have such an impact on women “because growing up female there seems to be a primary focus on how we look, rather than how smart or strong or creative we are. If we don’t ‘look good,’ we often feel lacking.” Instead, the use of CrossFit to build “a body that can work hard and play hard now and as we get older” suggests that having a functional body is important.

Particularly for women previously caught up in the pursuit of thinness or a smaller body, CrossFit offers an opportunity. Women talk about a kind of empowerment that comes from giving up their obsessions with the scale or the number on their clothing labels in favour of focusing on the number on the clock or representing their maximal lifts on the whiteboard. As one woman says, “experiencing our body fully as we max a lift or push the limits of intensity is 10 times more rewarding than fitting in size 4 jeans,” demonstrative of the way in which functional goals are represented as superior to aesthetic ones. The functional emphasis is framed as revolutionary
for women, as indicated by the example of a personal trainer who shares her story of finding salvation in CrossFit:

I was lost. I wanted so bad to have the six-pack abs that I saw in the magazines. I felt like a scam, there I was coaching others on how to live happy and healthy and I was dying inside. Flash-forward a few years...I hear about CrossFit. ... For the first time in my adult life I was proud of my body. My hands were torn, my legs were bruised and I was so proud of what my body could accomplish. In an instant my idea of my body image changed. I no longer saw my body for what it physically looked like, I saw it for the first time as an amazing machine that could accomplish great things. I was happy.  

The transformative potential of this shift is reiterated in many stories, including that of a teacher who CrossFit “taught...to love PRs more than pants size, ending the war” by helping her see her body as capable of CrossFit feats: “Your body is meant to do things. It’s not just meant to hold clothing or to look a certain way.” No longer trying to achieve the perfect body, women describe this shift to focusing on functional performance as motivating, like one woman who changed her goals as a result of starting CrossFit:

“I used to think the only goal that mattered was on the scale,” she said. “What I love about CrossFit is that you will never master it. Even Annie Thorisdottir and Rich Froning can lift more weight,” Lesinski said. So Lesinski made some new goals that had nothing to do with her weight. She started working on achieving 100 unbroken double-unders and a muscle-up and began the New Year with renewed focus and optimism.

Marking this functionality focus as unique to CrossFit implies that CrossFit is superiorly positioned to help women address issues with their self-image through participation. However, the presentation of this goal of a perfectly functional body, which as the previous quote suggests is not something even the elite performers of CrossFit realize, plays into the construction of the body as in constant need of work. While subjectively offered up as motivating and even liberating, the normalization of body-work and the legitimization of a dedicated CrossFit regime in the name of this functional body associated with this narrative may lead women to continue to view their bodies
as lacking. Just as they might if they were in pursuit of the elusive ideal aesthetic body, this can sustain existing power relations that keep women focused on their bodies and participating in a system designed to make them feel inadequate.

### 2.5 Sites of Re-definition

With the marking of CrossFit as alternative in regards to how it encourages women to relate to their bodies comes the representation of the activity as a site of re-definition. The idea that “once we know we can’t un-know: we know that it’s not our dress size or our weight that is most important”\(^\text{110}\) implies that women who take up CrossFit and choose functional performance goals are smarter and better off than the less informed women being duped by the regular players in the fitness industry. Articles like “CrossFit Women Rewrite the Rules: The New Definition of Fitness”\(^\text{111}\) claim that “CrossFit has redefined ‘fit.’”\(^\text{111}\) The appeal to women, according to the texts, comes from the way in which other players in the fitness industry do women a disservice: “Women embrace CrossFit because it blows traditional ideas of fitness for women out of the water: Forget “toning” your abs, cardio machines, counting calories and the other garbage that has been fed to you your whole life.”\(^\text{112}\) Women who have found CrossFit are represented as distinct, with different goals and concerns representing a departure from old and outdated ways of thinking. “CrossFit Girls Kick Ass” offers up an example of this “redefinition”:

> What a far cry from what I used to be. I wanted to be thin; now I proudly show off the definition lines in my shoulders and abs. I wanted the pounds to decrease on the scale, now I gladly watch them increase on the bar. I exercised out of desperation, now I crave the feeling of a sub 5 minute Fran. I ate for comfort, now I eat for fuel. I did Zumba, aerobics, cardio machines, and wasted my time; now I’m a CrossFitter. I thought sweat was gross: now I bask in hard-earned sweat angels. I was limited; now I’m unstoppable. ... This is my new definition and my perspective of what a beautiful, healthy, capable woman should be. I’ve been permanently rewired and never plan to go back.\(^\text{113}\)
CrossFit is positioned as an empowering option in the world of health and fitness, especially in comparisons made to traditional modes of thinking in the industry. For women, CrossFit is a departure from disempowering messages: “After being raised to believe we are the weaker sex, one by one, CrossFit women are showing how laughable and outdated the old adage really is.” Here, CrossFit is offered up as an ally in women’s collective fight against what is described as an otherwise oppressive industry:

Women are raised in a world that dictates what it means to be “fit”: skinny, calorie counting and 5 pound barbells dominate women’s health magazines and proclaim that “skinny is sexy,” strength is masculine and weight lifting will make you bulky. Besides this obviously unhealthy attitude of what it means for women to be fit and healthy, this mantra places the utmost value on body image. Women are led to believe that looking thin is the end goal of exercise and sports. 2012 has seen a veritable explosion of media coverage for CrossFit, marking the mainstream emergence of the sport and fuelling the notion that there are other options in the world of women’s fitness. For too long, we have been misled down a path of backward thinking, flooded with ideas about fitness and health that serve to work against us.

Articles celebrate the way that despite being “traditionally saddled with the weaker sex moniker, [CrossFit] women move weight around at levels that far exceed even their own body weight and do it repeatedly.” Tied to “a renewed sense of confidence,” CrossFit becomes an instrument not only in women’s physical self-management but also in their pursuit of confidence and an improved status in the social world. In line with this narrative on empowerment, CrossFit media offer a critical take on the way “that ’fitness’ has been used as a marketing term to sell products to women, to keep us buying into the next fad and sending us on a perpetual quest for the unattainable.” Here, CrossFit is framed as alternative and as an opportunity for women to find empowerment and freedom from constraints placed on them by virtue of their gender, through consumption. This positioning of CrossFit as an alternative and as interested in progressive social aims will be revisited in later themes and in the conclusion of this paper.
3. The CrossFit Body

3.1 CrossFit and Aesthetics

Paradoxical to the framing of CrossFit as a departure from oppressive and aesthetic-focused exercise regimes, articles offer reassurance to readers regarding the aesthetic appeals of CrossFitters’ bodies. References to the ways in which CrossFit will affect participants’ physical forms are both subtle and overt. Titles like “CrossFit: Your Passport to a Hot Body” and testimonials celebrating “the aesthetic benefits of CrossFit” firmly link CrossFit not just to a changed appearance but importantly to an improved appearance. In one article proclaiming that “it seems that Hollywood has drunk the KoolAid and can’t get enough,” celebrities who “manage to squeeze in CrossFit WODs to stay healthy and have killer physiques” are included as shining examples of what CrossFit can do for one’s appearance. An article promoting CrossFit for firefighters urges workers to use CrossFit to “best achieve the necessary physical requirements on the job...not to mention, look good for the calendar.” Testimonials from CrossFitters, like one who says, “What kept me incredibly motivated was the change I saw in my own body really quickly,” position aesthetics as important in conjunction with CrossFit’s many other purported benefits.

Obscured by assertions that it is its performance emphasis that makes CrossFit unique, references to its fit with conventional modes of providing a means by which individuals can shape their bodies are reinserted. Consider this excerpt demonstrating that while it is not about appearance in CrossFit, it is about appearance:

In CrossFit, we maintain that we are driven solely by performance. We aim to get stronger, faster, better. We suggest the Zone diet, not because it will make you look lean, but because it will enhance your performance and make you feel better from the inside out. We brag that we don’t even have mirrors in our box, because ultimately, even though CrossFit does in fact make you look great, the real
pleasure is in increased performance a general sense of confidence, balance, and well-being.\textsuperscript{123}

Here, emphasizing functionality, though celebrated as being part of a departure from the pursuit of the ideal body, represents part of means to improve one’s appearance because “by focusing on function rather than form, miracles can happen.”\textsuperscript{124} These “miracles” are not the purported shifts in women’s self-image but take the form of changes in physical appearance: “We begin to see our physical bodies change without having to focus on changing them.”\textsuperscript{125} Stories of frustrated bodybuilders who have plateaued, like the woman who tried to develop her shoulders for years without any success before “they finally got bigger doing CrossFit” demonstrate the way in which, at the end of the day, aesthetics are still of utmost importance: “I stepped away from being aesthetically focused, and in the end, I got the aesthetic result I wanted. In focusing on performance, the looks thing fell into place.”\textsuperscript{126}

Even though the shift to valuing function more than form is described as a “paradigm shift,” it actually reinserts the reference to the advantageous effects of exercise for appearance, creating individuals who “are happier, more confident, and look and feel better.”\textsuperscript{127} Akin to what scholar Carole Spitzack refers to as the “anti-diet” or the way in which the construction of dieting as a futile endeavor can simultaneously promote the practice, the eschewing of focusing on one’s appearance as damning and as reason to take up performance-focused CrossFit, coupled with these simultaneous reassurances that CrossFit will help women achieve an improved appearance, functions to represent appearance as ultimately still important while allowing CrossFit to offer itself as a seemingly liberating option.\textsuperscript{128} In exercise discourse, the link between physical activity and a changed appearance is strong and taken-for-granted. Simply considering the phrase “getting in shape” that so many people use in reference to a number of things, from starting an exercise program to going on a diet, is demonstrative of this inextricable link. Considering their bodies as
objects to be continually worked upon, chipping away at and molding into certain forms or shapes, women’s physical selves represent ongoing projects. CrossFit, as concerned with building functional bodies as it may be, does not depart from the discourse linking exercise to changes in physical appearance so commonplace in today’s society.

3.2 “Building” a Body

The fixing of the association between exercise and an improved appearance facilitates the linkage of changes in an individual’s appearance with that individual’s hard work. Like one article that references the kind of “dedication” that you can see in CrossFit competitors, an appearance suggesting that one does CrossFit is associated with knowing “that you worked your ass off for that ass!” In one article that describes CrossFit’s effects on appearance overtly, the assertion that participants earn their physiques is made:

CrossFit builds tough. Athletes train themselves to run faster, lift heavier, and push further—it shows in their physique. Deeply layered musculature sculpted into broad, curving planes demonstrates the versatile and unique physical gifts of the CrossFit training program. Across the board, in the body of every CrossFit competitor, we can see their dedication just by looking.

Viewed in this light, personal volition becomes a key ingredient in the achievement of a fit and ideal physique. The way in which CrossFit affects women’s bodies in particular is the topic of much writing in CrossFit texts. Perhaps paradoxically, given the way in which women are encouraged to free themselves from the pursuit of the ideal physique by shifting their focus onto their physical abilities, women describe their new-found CrossFit bodies with admiration. They often cite a rejection of the thin ideal in favour of what CrossFit has to offer, which is still the achievement of an ideal body:

...I finally got it through my thick head that being health and stick thin just didn’t work for me. For the first time in my life, I stopped caring about being thin. Funniest part? This is the leanest and healthiest I’ve ever been.
The fat melted off from all of the weightlifting. My twig arms, once bony and lifeless, showed smoothness and definition and now hold 155 pounds overhead while I squat. I have a butt. A nice, perky, strong, smooth, round, cute little butt. And my thighs, my dreaded thighs have been my Achilles heel my whole life. I always thought they were too fat, then they shrank and simultaneously got stronger. My back is now chiseled, my waist and hips are thinner, and I have abs. Abs! In articles about learning to love one’s body, like “Loving Myself: Accepting My CrossFit Body,” the acceptance of a CrossFitter’s body implies the rejection of competing, conventional notions: “Skinny girls look good in clothes. Fit girls look good naked.” ‘Loving’ one’s body therefore requires changing it and building it up in CrossFit fashion:

- My back, shoulders, arms: They are muscular for the first time in 25 years. Strong and solid. My shoulders are round. My triceps can be seen through my shirt. My lats are long and broad.
- My boobs: They’ve shrunk. A lot. They are practically non-existent. ... My legs: They are huge. They’ve always been huge. 10,000 squats has made my butt rounder and my legs tighter, but never smaller. They are solid as an oak.

CrossFit produces bodies worthy of acceptance, but bodies that do not visually indicate the hard work and effort invested in their production are left outside of conformation. Women must view themselves as projects realized through their own body work, and undertake their own body-shaping in order to create the acceptable, strong body. Here, lacking an ideal body becomes symptomatic of not trying hard enough or of failing to dedicate oneself to the pursuit of the aesthetically-pleasing CrossFit form. In today’s culture, where individuals are expected to take personal responsibility for their health, the association of a fit-looking body with health and one’s personal effort creates a situation where it is easy to imply that those whose bodies do not match the ideal are deficient. With more effort, it follows, these people would look more like the images presented in the media that signify health and well-being. Given the cultural value placed on health and the appearance of health, this can stigmatize and marginalize those with bodies not offering the apparent visuality of the healthy body while simultaneously stimulating participation and
consumption aimed at achieving a body which serves as a visual signifier of one’s dedication to their health.

### 3.3 “You Can Still Be a Girl and Lift Weights”

Given the framing of exercise as a means to transform one’s body, the visual results of that transformation—the musculaity normally understood as masculine—have to be acknowledged in the CrossFit narrative. Considerable narrative effort is put into reassuring female readers that being strong, that is, the strong female body type associated with the strength developed in CrossFit, is in fact acceptable. Acknowledging that strength and weightlifting are normally understood as male domains, one article reassures women that “doing CrossFit doesn’t have to mean giving up your femininity.”\(^{134}\) Female readers potentially concerned with becoming too masculine as they gain muscle and participate in CrossFit are comforted: “You can still be a girl and lift weights. You can still be a lady and do a power clean. CrossFit women are beautiful.”\(^{135}\)

It makes sense that women will be concerned with just how muscular or big (neither indicators of conventional femininity) they can become while retaining their femininity. The CrossFit narrative bundles these concerns in references to fears about bulking up, arguing them away as ‘myths.’ The fear of bulking up, though common enough that one gym owner says, “If I had a nickel for every woman who said she didn’t want to “bulk up” lifting weights, I’d be rich,” is represented as a myth and a silly fear that “keeps too many women out of the gym, the weight room, and away from CrossFit.”\(^{136}\) The average female CrossFit participant can rest easy because “even professional female bodybuilders have trouble putting on more than five pounds of muscle in a year.”\(^{137}\) Women’s “irrational fear that lifting a weight will magically give them arms like Popeye, or [that] squatting will give them a big butt and thighs” are framed as misinformed.\(^{138}\)
Many articles label these associations as myths, arguing that women will get “stronger, not bigger” and “faster, not bulkier” through CrossFit participation, allowing them to retain their femininity.\textsuperscript{139}

Beyond the fear of bulking up, a fear of losing another distinguishing visual feature of femininity—i.e. breast size—through CrossFit, comes up in the texts. As with bulkiness, these fears are also represented as misguided and are attributed to women’s lack of understanding of the CrossFit culture:

Now, chances are, the woman worrying about waning breast size isn’t yet absorbed in the “strong is sexy” CrossFit culture that treats torn, callused hands as a badge of honour and emphasizes the importance of a great front rack position above, well, a great rack. She probably doesn’t know how empowering it can feel to throw a loaded bar overhead using her own hard-earned strength and watch as it subsequently crashes to the ground. Maybe she worries about losing breast size because she can’t see the big picture. Maybe once she feels empowered by her amazingly capable body, she won’t care if her breasts are voluptuous, average sized, or itty bitty.\textsuperscript{140}

Women who fear being bulky or losing their femininity become the recipients of not only these reassurances, but also of more forceful modes of encouraging them to stop worrying about the issue. For example, a trainer talks about his amusement when women talk about “getting too bulky...which they often do while eating a donut or drinking a Frappuccino covered in whipped cream” and replies with a stab: “So you’re concerned that some squats and box jumps will make you bulky but you’re completely okay with that donut?”\textsuperscript{141} In a similar vein, another article challenges women not to be afraid of muscle development as unattractive, with those who avoid it labeled as “just afraid they could never really look that way, no matter how hard they tried.”\textsuperscript{142} The article suggests that for women afraid of compromising their femininity by gaining muscle, “rejecting muscle as ‘unattractive’ is just the subconscious’ way of providing excuses when we are too afraid to try.”\textsuperscript{143}
As was the case with body image concerns, the narrative locates the problem in women’s problematic thoughts about themselves and their individual actions. What is more, any bulkiness that a CrossFitter might develop is reframed as an indication of strength and fitness, in distinction from other forms of excess bulk that a woman might carry. Therefore, “CrossFit women do not look like bodybuilders, they look like athletes,” and the theme of bulking up thus represents size as problematic on the one hand, and as an indicator of functional health, on the other; according to this view, “I’ll take muscle bulk over fat bulk any day” reiterates that very specific bodily requirements remain intact when it comes to women’s bodies and their acceptability.144

3.4 Strong is the New Skinny

In the CrossFit texts, the muscular female body is offered up as the new ideal, not only preferable to fat but also to the thin body type that CrossFitters are urged to reject. Articles like “Just Weight: Who Needs Skinny When You Can Be Strong” and “My CrossFit Revolution: Strong is the New Skinny” reiterate that when it comes to ideal bodies, strong is superior to skinny.145 Again and again, women are reassured that “strong is healthy, and wanting to be skinny isn’t always a healthy outlook.”146 Advice from Leblanc-Bazinet, always celebrated for her beauty, advocates for an understanding of health no longer associated with skinny but with being strong: “If you are not feeling good about yourself because you want to be skinny, I’ve been there and done that and it is not worth it. I would tell my teenage self to stop worrying about the scale and start putting on some healthy muscles.”147 According to CrossFitters, “a strong, athletic body is a healthier body image than the ‘heroin chic’ look of the skinny print and runway models.”148 Thus it was CrossFit that sparked one woman’s shift away from wanting to “be that frail, waify girl” to wanting to “throw down” in the workouts and to perform the CrossFit workouts “Rx.”149 One CrossFitter, a parent, urges other parents to “teach [their] sons what it means to be strong young
men, and teach [their] daughters to be stronger and more real than those sickly waifs in the magazines.”

In their critique of thinness, these texts suggest a departure from a narrative that has for a long time been considered as a means to literally keep women small, although in contemporary culture, this thin and waifish body type has generally been accepted as out of reach for many women. CrossFit’s recasting of this theme to “strong is the new skinny” instead positions CrossFit as a new means of women’s and girls’ empowerment. Leblanc-Bazinet is the visual expression of this claim, being described as “at the vanguard of a new perception of women’s bodies,” and being called “the poster girl for the oft-repeated phrase ‘strong is the new skinny’.”

Criticisms of the “powerful mass-media imagery that overemphasizes thinness as a health ideal” are paired with celebrations of blogs and social media groups that promote the “strong is the new skinny” mentality. CrossFit replaces skinny with strong, or as one article notes, “CrossFit confronts the media’s portrayal of impossibly skinny models as the template for health and desire.”

However, positioning the bulked up (CrossFit) female body as a new ideal does nothing to address the problems created by positioning one particular body type as an ideal. It simply shifts a narrow definition of the desirable female body as thin to a similarly constrained new space of acceptability, the bulky, muscular body. It is now women who are perhaps “naturally” thin who are criticized, called “sickly,” and encouraged to work out and bulk up. In both cases, however, the effects of this narrative reiterate the problematic notion that, with enough effort, women can simply earn their bodies, expending the personal power and responsibility to shape them to match the shifting ideal of the day. Criticizing thinness and criticizing normative thinness are different things, and while the CrossFit narrative targets the former, appearing to be on the side of women who have been constrained by an oppressive ideal of thinness, it does nothing to challenge the way
in which women’s bodily appearance is held as an important signifier in contemporary culture in the first place. Rather than addressing the broader issue—that women are expected to ensure, through bodywork and personal volition, that their bodies fit within the realm of what is defined as “feminine” and attractive—the narrative reproduces the status quo when it comes to the policing of women’s bodies to conform to certain aesthetic ideals. Although the celebration of female muscul arity and the physique associated with strength may very well mark a shift in contemporary constructions of the ideal female body, the change has been just that: a shift. Now marginalizing the “skinny” female body, the ideal body continues to occupy a narrow and specifically-defined spaced on the continuum of female bodies.

3.5 Beauty and the Bulk

That the ideal body shape offered up by CrossFit is not defined as thin or skinny but involves a measure of muscularity does not mean that the parameters on women’s body size are not defined. The narrative tends to implicitly position a smaller, though muscular, body as a better body through references to lean muscle and improved body composition as common goals, thereby suggesting that while increasing one’s weight via gaining muscle mass is acceptable, one’s body ought to remain at a certain level of leanness. The references to improving or optimizing body composition indicate that body size matters negatively when it can be attributed to fat or obesity. There is a distinction made between “fat” bulk and the kind of muscle bulk now identified as sexy in the CrossFit narrative. “Weight doesn’t mean anything,” as one article notes, because “you can be super heavy but also be lean and pretty as hell,” indicating that being lean and being pretty both matter, and that leanness mediates bulk where fatness does not.\textsuperscript{155} Lean bodies remain small and keep women from associating muscle with taking up too much space. Scholar Lupton has argued that “women have been encouraged in contemporary western societies to take up as little space as
Though referring to fat women’s larger bodies, considering Lupton’s idea that “largeness of the body is seen as unfeminine” especially if it challenges the norm of the woman as “dainty, weak, and fragile,” the emphasis in the CrossFit narrative on the way in which a CrossFit-trained body still fits within the cultural sanctions regarding women’s bodies, is important. CrossFit’s narrative legitimizes the correct – athletic and lean and otherwise feminine – form of bulk.

Profiles of elite female CrossFitters that showcase their abilities also tend to reiterate the ways in which they maintain their femininity—either through a small body size or other markers of hegemonic femininity. For example, CrossFit competitor Bianca Blair’s profile highlights both her athletic accomplishments—she “power cleaned and jerked 200 pounds, thrusted 185 pounds, front squatted 260 pounds, and back squatted 310 pounds,”—as well as reassures readers that these abilities do not compromise her ability to retain a feminine appearance. In the case of Blair, a focus on her self-presentation implies that while her ability might challenge notions of what a woman ought to be or do, she is still womanly: “A self-professed girly-girl, Blair enjoys making her own outfits for competitions, often adding flowers and bows to her athletic wear and even donning a tutu from time to time. “I enjoy using my creative side, and I love my outfits,” she says. “When I ran track in high school, our motto was “If you look good, you perform good.””

Other women’s abilities, like those of Christmas Abbot, who “can snatch 140lbs, clean and jerk 170lbs, squat 225lbs and deadlift 225lbs,” are included alongside celebration of the fact that she is “tiny:” “At 5’3” and a light 115 pounds, Christmas Abbott’s size belies her power.” Lauren Fisher, another top CrossFit competitor, is celebrated for beating our women who “weigh nearly 20 and 30 pounds more,” calling her biggest strength that “I’m really strong for my size.” Though the ideal female body may have shifted to a more muscular one, this continued emphasis on smallness,
leanness, and emphasized femininity lends evidence to the ways in which, as noted previously, that ideal remains narrowly defined.

3.6 **Strong and Muscular is Sexy**

The defining of CrossFit-associated muscle as acceptably feminine is coupled with reassurances that CrossFit can assist women in their pursuit of attractiveness. References in the texts to the bodies of elite female CrossFitters frame strong and muscular feminine forms as both beautiful and sexually attractive. One article urges people to address women’s concerns about bulking up by displaying photos of the top female CrossFitters and asking the (rhetorical for a CrossFit adherent) question: “Is there a woman in any gym in the country who would not want to look like they look or perform like they perform?”\(^{161}\) Another article asserts that “the squatting in CrossFit is known for developing a well-shaped rear,” and focuses on helping the women of CrossFit find jeans to fit their “hard-earned CrossFit boot[ies]” in order “to show off [their] hard-earned muscles.”\(^{162}\) This is indicative of the way in which the muscularity associated with being a female CrossFitter is framed as something women should take pride in—and that their appearance is important. A similar theme is visually presented in the exercises in an article entitled “Look Like a Beauty, Train Like a Beast.”\(^{163}\) Demonstrated by a woman in underwear and a sports bra, this article features exercises aimed at changing one’s body by understanding it as a work of art, a sculpture: “The prowler is one of the best ways to sculpt the hips and thighs.”\(^{164}\) Any emphasis on performance or health or liberating women from the pursuit of an ideal appearance are absent, with the implication being that a woman should train in order to beautify her body.

Even in articles that reiterate the performance focus of CrossFit, like one that says that “everyone starts to exercise to have a better body...eventually, aesthetics and superficial muscle become secondary and increased work capacity takes over,” the take-away is that, “boy, I tell you,
if you are stronger of course you are gonna look hotter.” 165 The benefits to women’s sexual desirability are highlighted, without overtly making these benefits the goal: “‘Sexy’ is not the end goal of a CrossFit athlete. It’s more like a pleasant side effect.” 166 Being strong and being fit, while arguably not resulting in any particular physical appearance, is nonetheless associated with beauty and sexual attractiveness. Strong is repositioned as sexy, as the perception of male spectators at the CrossFit Games, who had never heard of CrossFit before indicates:

One young man says to his friend: “I can’t believe how hot those girls are out there. I didn’t even know which one to look at.”
His friend replies: “Seriously. I’ve been pitching a tent in the stands all day. I couldn’t even get up to go to the bathroom.”
Friend replies: “No shit, dude. I’ve never seen hotter asses in my life. We should start this CrossFit shit.” 167

In more than one article, the assertion that “skinny girls look good in clothes. Fit girls look good naked,” reminds women that looking good is important, especially as it relates to their sexual desirability and attractiveness—which is perhaps even more important. 168 According to one male author:

I love strong women. I always have. Sure, they look great and muscles on women are sexy, but there’s more. There’s something inside a strong woman. Something that drives her to be strong, to train in a stereotypically “male” environment and to drive herself to finish workouts that some women wouldn’t even start. And whatever that “something” is, it radiates out from her and that makes her sexy. 169

Another gym owner made it clear that “skinny fat is no longer attractive,” saying that “I now am more attracted to a woman who has some muscle. I would rather have a girl who is larger and more fit than a skinny fat girl, who only looks good in her clothes that hold it all together.” 170 Women describe being reassured by such male approval, like the woman who was comforted by her boyfriend: “He told me I looked good, and pretty, and I got reassurance from him and others that it was ok to be big, and to have muscles.” 171
The emphasis on beauty and heterosexual physical attractiveness in these CrossFit texts serves to reinforce the gendered requirement placed on women to pursue beauty. Naomi Wolf’s explanation of “the beauty myth,” whereby beauty becomes something that “women must want to embody” and “men must want to possess women who embody” can help to explain the problematic nature of claiming that broadening definitions of feminine beauty to encompass strength marks an empowering shift for women. The celebrations of CrossFit’s power to redefine beauty are thus illustrative of a continued emphasis on women’s ability to meet the cultural requirement of beauty and to ensure their sex appeal. As Wolf offers, “the qualities that a given period calls beautiful in women are merely symbols of the female behavior that the period considers desirable.” The beauty myth, she says, is “always actually prescribing behavior and not appearance,” fitting perfectly with descriptions of the kind of beauty CrossFit participation affords women. Statements about beauty in the CrossFit texts suggest that “being strong is beautiful and not everyone is going to look the same,” and celebrate those who “inspire other women to embrace the beauty and power of their physical strength,” sustaining a focus on women’s beauty even as it works to construct itself as a departure from traditional notions of beauty. Just as Markula’s research on aerobics suggested that “the potentially liberating impulses” in that activity had “been turned to serve the masculine ideology by cementing the effects of exercise with an improved appearance,” the narrative of framing strong as beautiful—and of CrossFit as the route to both—is worth critically considering. Markula’s assertion that “rather than being free, women are prisoners of more detailed regulations of beauty,” applies here.

Now that notions of beauty have been recalibrated to encompass strength, women in the articles talk about the way their lives have changed: “I’ve always been athletic, but never able to embrace and appreciate my athletic build. CrossFit has helped me to own that and embrace who I am both
inside and out. CrossFit has irrevocably changed my life. Strong is beautiful. Today I can finally say, ‘I love my body’.”  

Because of the cultural importance placed on being beautiful as a woman, it is necessary for athleticism, muscle, physical power, strength, and all the things associated with being a woman of CrossFit to be framed as beautiful in order to be desirable to women as consumers of fitness offerings. Time after time, we hear women talk about how “CrossFit has changed my perception of beauty tremendously,” and about how it can help provide a “more rounded notion of beauty.” An article entitled “Strength + Beauty” argues that “CrossFit ladies represent a special breed of athlete,” adding that “these beautiful women are capable of unbelievable feats of athleticism—women whose beauty is enhanced by their strength, determination, and resolve.” Beauty is important, no doubt. According to Leblanc-Bazinet, whose beauty is often foregrounded with references to her appearance—“angel-faced” and “camera-friendly” with “the face of a Maybelline cover girl,” to name a few examples—girls ought to stop worrying about their weight and start looking at what is really beautiful—being a strong and confident woman.”

Over and over, the articles talk about how “CrossFit is slowly redefining beauty for women in particular.”

CrossFit’s definition of beauty might be different than what women are used to, but it does nothing to challenge the strength of the notion that women should be beautiful. Although Wolf wrote her book nearly 25 years ago, and although she focused on the ‘beauty myth’ as backlash against the empowerment of women following the women’s movement of the previous decades, the objectifying effects of basing women’s identity on understandings of beauty endure. Just as it was then, “the beauty myth is harmful and pompous and grave because so much, too much depends on it.” That women can only access strength and power when it is defined as beautiful indicates that these qualities are still outside the realm of what culture defines as feminine. According to the
CrossFit narrative, a certain level of strength might outweigh one’s beauty, reiterating that there are confines on just how far a woman can take her strength without compromising her status as beautiful, as is expressed in, “Beauty & Strength in Balance.” Strength remains in the realm of masculinity, requiring women to negotiate this territory with care and to ensure that they remain beautiful and therefore feminine. Strong women, even in such a pro-strength context as CrossFit media, are still marked as trailblazers, different from what normally constitutes being a woman. Women who “have rejected that there are limits on the physical abilities of women and explored the amazing feats of strength and agility that their bodies are capable of” are still anomalies. So, when will the day come when a woman can simply be strong without needing to qualify this strength as beautiful? When will a woman using her body and appreciating its abilities become the norm rather than the exception?

4. Issues of Equality

4.1 CrossFit: On Women’s Side

Just as earlier themes have involved the positioning of CrossFit as an ally in women’s fight against “backward thinking” about women in the health and fitness industry, CrossFit is represented as an advocate for gender equality in sport. As Reebok’s trademarked “Sport of Fitness,” representations of CrossFit as a sport emphasize its positioning of gender as one that advocates on women’s behalf. Discussions in the articles about the way which “people still associate sports with gender and...talk of boys playing ‘girly sports’ or girls playing ‘boys’ sports’” position gender equality in sport as a pressing issue. Though the narrative acknowledges progress in the realm of women’s sport, work by sport sociologists Messner and Cooky (whose work incidentally informs my own) is cited to point out persistent gender inequalities in sport, with
Messner quoted as concluding, “It’s really gotten so much better. But, at the same time, it’s far from equal and there’s still quite a long way to go.” The use of academic voices reinforces the assertion that there is what one article refers to as an “abysmal” gap between men and women in sport.

Offered up as an alternative to other sports, CrossFit is represented as unique in its approach to gender equality. Evidence of CrossFit’s equalizing approach includes examples like the equal airtime given to women and men at the CrossFit Games. Similarly, the way in which “at the Games, men and women compete in practically identical events and sometimes side by side” and that “top female finishers receive the same amount of prize money as top male finishers” are celebrated. While granted these celebrations are warranted, they are also ways ways of promoting CrossFit as an alternative to the rest of the sports world:

...Chances are good that even today, when you think of the word “athlete,” your initial vision isn’t of someone with a baby in tow or a penchant for knitting. Female athletes are still more likely than men to juggle responsibilities of home and family along with their athletic pursuits, and the word “fairer” is only beginning to be an apt expression of the way women athletes are paid in comparison to men. (Just five years ago, in 2007—the same year that CrossFit held its inaugural Games—the Wimbledon tennis tournament finally resolved to pay equal purses to winners of both sexes.).

CrossFit’s founder, Greg Glassman, is applauded for his efforts in regards to gender equality and is quoted as saying, “CrossFit is as close to leveling the field as we can.” That “in CrossFit.com programming, women are not told to do less work than men “is also offered as testament of CrossFit’s dedication to giving women the chance to “choose what to lift, and many can beat male counterparts using the same loads.” Responding to criticisms that CrossFit.com ought to prescribe lower weights for female participants, Glassman makes it clear that his choice was intentional, arguing that criticism of his approach “presumes women need weight prescribed for them.” He adds: “Let them figure it out. My girls are so fuckin’ smart.” Instead of
distinguishing women from men, the narrative suggests that women can excel when they are not held back by expectations associated with their gender:

Certainly, CrossFit Founder and CEO Greg Glassman didn’t underestimate the capabilities of female athletes when he designed the program. Women perform workouts alongside men at affiliates around the world. In the Games, some of the workouts are identical for men and women. Sometimes, the women beat the men in head-to-head competitions.196

The narrative includes a consideration of some of the obstacles rooted in pre-existing notions of gendered behaviour which persist and sustain inequality, attributing these not to the fault of CrossFit but to women’s failing. The dearth of female coaches at the elite level of CrossFit is attributed to the fact that “females aren’t as willing to promote themselves,” a key consideration in making themselves known in the world of CrossFit coaching.197 Such reticence, in CrossFit’s view, extends beyond the space of sport: “[As women] we hold ourselves back in ways both big and small, by lacking self-confidence, by not raising our hands, and by pulling back when we should be leaning in.”198 The perpetuation of the gender gap is attributed to failing women, who thus have to change their own ways. Here, CrossFit’s position as pro-equality is protected through the framing of persistent inequality as the result of women’s failures.

4.2 The “F”-Word: Feminism and CrossFit

As I argued above, the CrossFit narrative foregrounds women who take charge of their physicality and body image in the CrossFit gym, and it similarly focuses on women who take responsibility for making change on an individual level when it comes to gender issues. Such an approach towards change even occupies the term feminism itself. According to this empowerment narrative, “the word ‘feminist’ has been...’bastardized’” by “overreaching” feminists who “want more than just equality for women” and “alienate the male gender” in the process.199 Instead of being part of the “woman cult” of “bra-burning, man-hating women who disapprove of heels and
makeup,” female CrossFitters are represented as part of a different shift to a more equal world. By virtue of having joined CrossFit, where membership appears to offer only an individualistic approach to tackling gender issues and a do-it-yourself approach when it comes to empowerment, women can identify themselves as advocates for gender equality without labeling themselves feminists.

Instead of seeking shared intervention, women can effect change as individuals by participating in CrossFit activities. In this way, CrossFit claims to challenge the status quo:

Gender stereotypes are still very much alive and well in our mainstream society, but the CrossFit woman’s “strong” mentality is persistently chipping away at them. Change is happening, however slow it may be. By constantly reinforcing with photo or video evidence that women lifting weights and doing pull-ups are, in fact, worthy of a spot on the sliding scale of femininity, we are changing the culture we live in.

Women who engage the CrossFit narrative thus are different—they “outright refuse to accept the dainty and polite gender role they’ve been assigned, preferring instead to grunt their way through 80 pull-ups, clench their teeth lifting three times their own body weight, and break a serious sweat finishing a 400-metre sprint in less than a minute and a half.” They, unlike women who do not do CrossFit, have access to a special kind of empowerment:

We female CrossFitters do pushups, not Pilates. “We take pride in our community that pushes us to our limits and offers support along the road to our goals. We revel in learning new skills each time we set foot inside the box, and love the feeling of lifting that barbell loaded with seriously heavy weights that the magazines said we shouldn’t lift. We eat the calories our muscular bodies crave. We grow stronger and more empowered with each rep.

While I would not argue about the existence of a gap between men and women in sport and while I applaud CrossFit for paying its male and female winners the same amount of money and for providing women with a greater amount of media coverage, suggesting that a social issue like gender inequality is best remedied through CrossFit and especially through its associated
individual action without addressing sport and society and the conditions which sustain the inequality simplifies an exceedingly complicated issue. As noted in the introduction, in the 1990s, corporations began to draw on the female athlete as a cultural ideal to sell products and services to women under the guise of feminine empowerment. With the ideal woman representing one “who gets beyond all the old gender stereotypes and does whatever she pleases,” these CrossFit trailblazers can be considered perfect reconstructions of the “trained, determined, self-reliant female athlete” offered up in these campaigns.\textsuperscript{204} Scholars have discussed the capitalization on this image in the name of the selling of a king of “popular feminism” as problematic, diverting attention away from collective efforts aimed at affecting institutions and structures that affect all women to instead affect only those with the access to the consumption-based empowerment.\textsuperscript{205} Further, the way in which the empowerment available via CrossFit sustains the framing of “women’s agency expressed as identification with consumerism” serves to maintain women’s position in an oppressive gender structure.\textsuperscript{206}

### 4.3 The Improvement Imperative

Throughout the themes presented above, an ongoing narrative constructs individuals as in need of constant improvement. According to this narrative, individuals are not living up to their full potential. Women are thus presented with the suggestion that they must constantly be putting effort into being “better,” encouraging ongoing self-assessment and the deeming of oneself as lacking and in need of intervention. According to this narrative, CrossFit is at its essence about constantly seeking improvement and is thus particularly useful in regards to achieving this necessary self-work. As one article in \textit{The CrossFit Journal} says, “The desire to improve and seek perfection drives CrossFit.”\textsuperscript{207} This desire is unrelenting, encompassing an overarching theme in the texts—the improvement imperative.
Whether focused on performance, health, one’s body more generally, or life outside of the gym, this improvement imperative normalizes a constant search for improvement. “Optimizing” the self becomes the method, requiring continual self-work-based in the understanding of the body as an ongoing project. Goals are essential, monitoring keeps you on track in the pursuit of improvement, and individuals are required to dedicate themselves to being better than their former selves, which are thus deemed deficient. The inevitability of this constant pursuit of improvement is posited as ostensibly inevitable ‘human nature’ efficacious “since the beginning of time”:

I truly believe in my heart of hearts it’s just ingrained in us as humans to push the limits and find new boundaries for ourselves. Since the beginning of time, man has behaved in this manner, and somewhere in all of us that fire still burns, albeit some feel it more than others, but it’s still in there. … There burns a fire in each of us, it is up to us to embrace that very real, very personal struggle and allow it to transform us into what we are meant to become…our fullest potential.208

CrossFit is offered up as the most efficient way in which individuals can pursue this notion of personal optimization. Workouts are seen as ways to improve oneself, as one article offers: “Every time I say yes to a workout, I am choosing to re-create who I am. I am choosing to move myself forward toward flourishing.”209 CrossFit is seen as a means to transform not only the physical aspects of a person, but also goes “a step further: forging elite lives and making people better.”210 This betterment is described as “exactly what CrossFit is: giving your best—not just once but every day and in everything.”211 The way that “CrossFit...is more than exercise” and how “CrossFit not only brings improved fitness but also creates improved people” are reiterated over and over again.212

Several articles talk about how these improvements via CrossFit are tied to an improved character or to the virtue developed through participation:

[Aristotle]’s overall point is that when we “train”—physically, morally, intellectually—and, indeed, when we don’t), we are molding not just our bodies or behaviors, but also our very characters, and in doing so, we are cultivating a
core set of virtues that either enable or hinder our ability to flourish as human beings. I have come to see that CrossFit—all of it: its nutritional focus, mental rigor, physical pursuit, community spirit and more—manifests Aristotle’s principles. CrossFit is not just a workout with a physical goal. It is also, and maybe even primarily, about cultivating a set of character traits that can enable a person to flourish in all aspects of life.  

Emily Beers, in a later CrossFit Journal article, makes a similar point, from the more applied, practical perspective of the focused participant:

Character comes from adversity, and fitness is developed the same way. ... Things that go uphill have to be pushed. It has taught me that there are no bad lessons or workouts—just really hard ones. If I want to be stronger, I have to lift heavier weights. If I want to learn how to manage my time better, I take on a second job. If I want to be a better CrossFit athlete, I have to train the things I dislike. If I want to learn how to love with greater capacity, I need to have some children. Strength comes from struggle.

The implication here is that to participate in CrossFit—or not to, for that matter—carries with it a moral significance. CrossFit is offered up as much more than a physical pursuit, perhaps less about the body and more about character at the end of the day: “CrossFit’s tests of “fitness” are really, at their root, meant to test—and cultivate—a stoic character.” Those who do not take up CrossFit are characterized as weak of character: “The workouts require so much effort that people of weak character just don’t want to do them.” The stoicism and the willingness to do something as challenging as CrossFit is what sets CrossFitters apart, but this is exactly what makes people better for doing it:

CrossFit isn’t universally attractive because it isn’t easy. But what a way to share that anything worth achieving comes with a substantial sacrifice and commitment at the hands of blood, sweat, tears and bodily fluids. Its discipline, accountability, and achievement radiate out into every other endeavor in life. Its mental training—training for life—that literally makes better people.

The character available to people via CrossFit is required in order to live one’s best life, or as one article says, “to be one’s best self, thrive, and vibrantly inhabit the world.” Readers are
instructed that what happens “in the gym is often a reflection of what happens in the outside world,” given CrossFit’s emphasis on “virtuosity,” or what it defines as “performing the common uncommonly well.” The use of language like “character” and “virtuosity” point to the moral significance assigned to CrossFit participation and its associated self-mastery.

As a way of demonstrating CrossFit’s potential to transform individuals beyond the physical, story after story of people who have taken up CrossFit and benefitted in a myriad of ways are included. Those specific to body image or motherhood have already informed the development of these earlier themes, but the broader inclusion of testimonials on CrossFit’s potential in relation to everything from improving one’s sex life to passing the SATs serves to reinforce the notion that anything we do in our lives, we can do better. These testimonials, wide-ranging in terms of the topics which they frame CrossFit as capable of positively affecting, function together to lend discursive power to the notion that CrossFit can help women with their body image woes, their roles as mothers, their pregnancy concerns, their appearance, and so on. It is so taken-for-granted that CrossFit can improve one’s life—whatever that life might entail—that it becomes easier to take-for-granted its power of it to empower women without questioning, for example, the CrossFit definition of an empowered woman. Further, the way in which problems to be remedied are offered up as such—things in need of intervention—encourages individuals to assess themselves as lacking and in need of intervention.

Faced with these self-identified issues requiring intervention, individuals are stimulated to consume. Always requiring improvement, this creates a context where individuals are perpetually prompted to consume by an inescapable requirement to be better. This affects both men and women, but sets an important stage upon which no woman is ever considered good enough—beautiful enough, accepting of her body enough, loving enough, competitive enough, strong
enough, etc. That one can always improve, in a way, encourages a continual assessment of oneself as lacking. A woman asking herself, *Am I fit?* may very well deem herself to be so. However, *I can be fitter!* suggests that she ought to not only continue on with her current consumption but also up the ante, seeking out that ever elusive ‘better’: “you can do this for the rest of your life; there are always ways to improve!” Framed as inspiring, that “absolute mastery of CrossFit is simply unattainable even by the best” is celebrated as a way to “keep you continually motivated and engaged.”

Considered critically, framing this ideal of “better” in a motivational narrative is the capitalist dream, ensuring that individuals will, no matter where they stand, continue to deem themselves in need of improvement and associated consumption. As one improves, “better” is never reached but shifts ahead of the individual. “Better” is like a carrot one dangles in front of someone to lure them forward, but this carrot can never be delivered as it is by definition unattainable. While people would likely respond negatively to being told outright that they are not good enough and will never be good enough, calling them to greatness and assuring them that they are full of untapped and unlimited potential frames the need for improvement and its associated consumption as positive.
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Chapter Five—Conclusion: Discursive Effects of the CrossFit Narrative

In a broader cultural context, this discourse analysis demonstrates the continued commodification of health and fitness in light of a shifting representation of femininity and the ideal feminine body. The themes outlined in the previous chapters explore these shifting notions and explain CrossFit’s notions of femininity and the healthy female body, considering critically some of the implications of these constructions. In this conclusion, I will further my critical discussion to more fully address my research objective of explaining the power effects of these discourses and discourse structures. It is here where the way in which the discourses on health, fitness and femininity reflected in these themes function together can be considered with an interest in the associated power relations. Affecting options for women’s identity positions, the construction of a femininity and the female body in the CrossFit texts has the potential to shape the way women perceive themselves and the world around them, shaping their lives far beyond the physical realm. Linked together by the improvement imperative, the themes presented in this paper serve to privilege certain forms of subjectivity related to gender at the expense of others.

Socially, themes regarding CrossFit’s ability to shape women into “better” versions of themselves who are more capable of being and becoming mothers and negotiating the feminine requirement of balance reflect current assumptions about women’s roles in society. Motherhood and domestic responsibilities remain highlighted as appropriate forms of femininity, with a focus on even elite female CrossFitters’ private lives downplaying their athletic achievements but
providing reassurance regarding their abilities to fulfill gendered and heterosexual social requirements.

The themes that offer CrossFit up as a means of addressing a faulty body image serve not to address the factors that might drive women’s bodily concerns, but rather problematize these concerns, presenting another issue with which women must deal with on an individual basis. The framing of eating disorders as the manifestation of body image issues creates a sense of women being “at risk” if they do not address their thoughts. Individualizing responsibility, the ideological factors that might drive a high rate of bodily anxiety amongst women are left unaddressed. That women should aspire to be beautiful does not become the target of intervention, just women’s individual thoughts about themselves. In this way, this seemingly empowering discourse is actually a reproduction of the oppressive “beauty myth” that unquestioningly associates femininity with beauty.

The themes that are related to CrossFit’s ability to build strong, beautiful, and functional bodies that are superior to those that do not participate in the activity are reproductive of more of the discourses in contemporary health and fitness that can work against women. Though the strong feminine ideal seems to be in contradiction to the “weak” aspect of “emphasized femininity” that Connell referred to, elements like women’s physical inferiority to men, concern with increasing one’s heterosexual appeal, and docility also characteristic of this kind of femininity are reproduced rather than challenged by the CrossFit narrative on femininity.1 Rather than opening up new forms of subjectivity for women, this reiterates that an acceptable woman is one that strives to be beautiful and to retain her markers of hegemonic femininity. Similarly, the notion that beauty has been “redefined” to encompass a strong body does not mark a change in the way in which beauty is narrowly defined; instead, the ideal female body now requires a certain level of musculature
paired with a concomitant rejection of “skinny.” Women’s bodies will continue to be measured against narrow confines of what is deemed appropriate femininity, with certain bodies privileged while others are rejected. This exercise as beautification discourse must also be considered in combination with the narrative offering CrossFit up as a means to resolve women’s body image issues and to shift their understanding of their bodies. Paired with a continued emphasis on exercise as a means to achieve an improved aesthetic, it is easy to recognize what Markula suggested, that this “focus on women’s psychological well-being disguises increased attention to women’s appearance and makes a deeper obsession with the body possible.”

Themes regarding equality strengthen the notion that women’s empowerment lies in their bodily practices, further directing women’s attentions onto their bodies. While not downplaying the potential for bodily empowerment, the narratives in CrossFit privilege individualistic approaches at the expense of other options. While offering up CrossFit as a means to empowerment might not be problematic in and of itself, doing so at the expense of other forms of activism through the representation of earlier forms of feminism as outdated serves to further orient women’s concerns onto their own bodies and can downplay the potential for challenging institutions and structures that sustain gender inequality.

All of these themes and narratives are tied together by the improvement imperative. As Heywood noted, consumer culture requires “subjects willing to work on themselves continually, to see themselves as lacking and able to empower themselves only through more self-work.” The improvement imperative positions subjects as constantly lacking, normalizing consumption in the name of bettering oneself. Given the association of a fit body with morality, reproduced especially in articles referencing the way in which CrossFit forges character, this consumption in the name of self-improvement transcends the body and can be aimed at shaping one’s self more generally.
For women, the improvement imperative applies to all of the aspects of femininity reflected in the themes; the message is that anything a woman does, she can do better—and CrossFit can help. That the list of areas defined as “women’s issues” is lengthy and specific reiterates the way in which women’s lives and their bodies are in particular need of self-management. From the unruly pregnant body to women’s problematic body image, femininity, according to the texts, carries with it the necessity of self-management.

At this point, I would like to address a question I posed in the introduction to this thesis: Does CrossFit represent a shift toward gender equality in the physical cultural realm? Through my analysis and the themes presented, I hope that I have at least partially demonstrated the way in which this is a difficult question to answer with a simple yes or no. For the women whose testimonials suggest that CrossFit has empowered them, their subjective reality suggests yes. However, considered in a broader cultural context, it becomes murkier. Consider, for example, the way that the association of strength with beauty may in fact make a woman feel strong, and therefore beautiful, and empowered. However, this must be tempered with the way in which this reifies appropriate femininity as necessarily encompassing beauty, which might factor into a continued objectification of women and their bodies. The individualistic and bodily-based empowerment offered up via CrossFit can be considered a form of “popular feminism,” which has been criticized for transferring energies “away from collective organizing to change institutions” and onto women’s individual bodies. In line with other critical feminist researchers who have explored the way in which “multinational fitness campaigns have successfully sold anxieties about bodily lack through women through the commodification of ideologies of feminist empowerment...in a larger climate of declining social activism and dissipating social movements,” it is important to be cautious of acritically praising feminism based on bodily practices.
The way in which the CrossFit texts contribute to the meritocratic ideology pervasive in relation to health and fitness in contemporary society, particularly in combination with the narrative on constantly seeking improvement, sustains consumption in the name of an improved body. If one takes a step back from the assumption that individuals “get what they put in” when it comes to exercise and their associated appearance or health, the commercial benefits and the power implications of sustaining these meritocratic ideas regarding the body become clearer. Those who do not fit cultural prescriptions for the ideal, healthy body will consider this lacking assessment as evidence of their own need to try harder, especially given the pervasiveness of the ideology of healthism. In today’s commercialized world of health and fitness, this translates into the need to be a better consumer. Given the way in which the ideal female body of CrossFit, though offering a departure from ideals emphasizing normative thinness, remains narrowly defined, one is unlikely to ever deem their bodies sufficient. With the addition of the improvement imperative, ideal femininity has built within it a need to consume in the name of one’s constant self-betterment. Certain bodies will never fit a cultural prescription for what appears healthy while others can engage in what are arguably unhealthy practices whilst retaining a fit or healthy look. That people consider health an area of their lives where they have control is not a bad thing, as certainly their habits matter. Overestimating the extent of this control or totalizing it, though easy to do in a society where the ideology of healthism rules, serves to drive consumption aimed at achieving the fit or healthy ideal offered up as within volitional reach.

Here it is useful to consider the implications regarding power relations of the narratives. Through the analysis, it seems apparent that Foucault’s panoptic power arrangement that Markula referred to in her work on aerobics operates similarly in regards to CrossFit. Healthist narratives and those encouraging constant self-assessment and the pursuit of “better” in the CrossFit texts
encourage women to take responsibility for the controlling of their bodies and of their selves. This feeds into a panoptic power arrangement with women taking control of themselves and their bodies whilst the source of the power encouraging them to do so remains hidden. Paired with the framing of the desire to improve as natural, women can simply continue to assess themselves as lacking and to engage in consumption aimed at addressing this lack. In this way, these narratives function to further sustain women’s focus on their bodies through self-surveillance, management, and discipline.

Given the immense emancipatory potential possible from participation in physical activity, a site where women can shift their understanding of their bodies, the goal of this research is not to criticize women for taking up physical activity. Regardless of whether their initial goal was to improve their appearance or if they engage in practices that seem contradictory, blaming women for their participation is not the same as holding them responsible. However, one must critically consider the way in which health and fitness discourse can compromise women’s health. For example, when the effects of exercise are seen as primarily aesthetic, its other benefits—from improving mental, physical, and emotional health to providing a venue for empowerment and liberation—can be missed. In this regard, a woman unable to reach the bodily ideal may thus miss out on these benefits. As Bordo suggests, this kind of research need not deny the health and other benefits of diet, exercise, and body management. In line with her position, viewing “our bodies as a site of struggle, where we must work to keep our daily practices in the service of resistance to gender domination, not in the service of docility and gender normalization” provides an alternative way to resist damaging and limiting discourses without denying women the benefits afforded by pursuing health.
Thus, CrossFit’s emphasis on performance and functional health need not be dismissed as universally disempowering, but must be considered with a critical consideration regarding its ramifications. The idea of shifting one’s conception of the body from an object to more of an instrument, or what Scott-Dixon refers to as “from being to doing,” may indeed present an opportunity for empowerment for which CrossFit is ideally suited. However, one might ask, is the goal of better performance or functional health used to normalize and legitimize the same things that have been labeled elements of the control of women’s bodies in the past (e.g. restrictive dieting, obsessive exercise)? CrossFit gyms, with their absence of mirrors, may be a perfect arena for women to depart from the notion of using exercise as a means to improve their appearance. The narratives on feminine empowerment explored in the themes, however, demonstrate the way in which this kind of potential can be turned to serve capitalism and to sustain disempowering representations of the female body. Dixon’s research focused on women’s experiences in speed-strength and power-based sports (some of which are components of CrossFit, specifically including Olympic weightlifting, powerlifting, heavy events) and concluded that these sports provide “a possible model for articulating a feminist politics of empowerment through activity that is not dependent on negatively disciplining the body nor achieving thinness/leanness.”8 In light of the themes presented above, it is clear that despite CrossFit’s potential to serve as a possible model, the encouragement of bodily discipline and the emphasis on its potential to help women pursue an acceptable body composition and sexual attractiveness serve to turn some of these potentially liberating impulses against women. As White, Young, and Gillett suggest, the commodification of fitness can change a potentially emancipatory practice into a potential site of control and regulation of women’s bodies.9 Dworkin and Wachs refer to the kind of power available to women via their
self-presentation as complicated, offering them “limited access to power by becoming the right kind of object.”

From a broader perspective, the themes presented in this paper are reflective of a trend in the physical cultural realm that goes far beyond CrossFit and even beyond gender issues. As Atencio, Beal, and Yochim said in their exploration of race and gender in urban skating, in today’s neoliberal climate, sports which are “seemingly noncomformist and oppositional to the dominant logics of neoliberalism actually frame idealized identities that are highly consumerist.” They argue that in this context, “individualistic capitalist practices emerge that contradict social welfare and equality” even as the sports work to promote themselves as socially progressive. I argue that this is similar to the way in which CrossFit’s alternative positioning and advocacy for gender equality can be contradictory, sustaining some of the factors which perpetuate gender inequality. As Atencio, Beal, and Yochim note, contradictions emerge when these kinds of issue-focused branding strategies, “operating within highly neo-liberal economic conditions and aimed at generating profit, attempt to speak to entrenched and complex social issues.” A critical analysis in the physical cultural realm today must consider themes in the context of neoliberalism, or what Hursh and Henderson characterize as an “economic climate of transnational capitalism characterized by the privileging of deregulated markets,” emphasizing the role of individuals to pursue their own economic self-interests as a means to ensure economic growth. Considering these themes within a neoliberal context that structures contemporary gender relations, one must critically question the way in which the individualistic notions offered up contradict the progressive goal of gender equality, diminishing the importance of structural intervention aimed at transforming long-standing institutions that sustain inequality. While certainly not all bad, even though the media’s promotion of CrossFit advances the ideal of gender equality, it ultimately, at
the same time, participates in an industry that currently relies upon gender inequality to generate its profits.

This research contributes to a larger body of research on the effects of consumerism and commodification in health and fitness. My research was limited in terms of the number and type of media I analyzed, with magazines representing only a small section of the CrossFit empire. While this does not represent a weakness in CDA, other forms of media, particularly social media, might offer deeper insight into the production and reproduction of discourses regarding femininity, health, and fitness in CrossFit. Blogs, individual athletes’ social media pages, and CrossFit gyms’ websites, for example, might serve as texts to be considered in a similar fashion as I did. Further, an examination of media not specifically focused on CrossFit (e.g. newspapers, more general health and fitness magazines) could also offer a relevant extension of my work. Another important area of research would involve exploring the construction of masculinity and the male body. Beyond gender, in my research, several themes sparked my interest and might serve as fruitful starting points for subsequent work; themes regarding militarization, the framing of the “fat” body, and the many technologies (e.g. trackers, apps, wearable technology) that one can use in the management of the body. In line with the work of scholars who have contributed to critical literature concerning what is taken for granted in women’s exercise and fitness promotion, this paper can contribute towards the resistance of damaging dominant discourses that reinforce existing gender relations under the guise of feminine power in physical culture. Examining the ways in which media representations of activity is implicated in the production of femininity and the pursuit of the ideal body, as this paper has done in regards to CrossFit in North American publications, is important because it alerts us to the taken for granted and assumed truths circulating in contemporary health and fitness discourse.
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